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Abstract
Realistic character animation and human motion analysis have become major top-
ics of research. In this doctoral research work, three different aspects of human
motion analysis and synthesis have been explored.
Firstly, on the level of better management of tens of gigabytes of publicly
available human motion capture data sets, a relational database approach has been
proposed. We show that organizing motion capture data in a relational database
provides several benefits such as centralized access to major freely available mo-
cap data sets, fast search and retrieval of data, annotations based retrieval of con-
tents, entertaining data from non-mocap sensor modalities etc. Moreover, the
same idea is also proposed for managing quadruped motion capture data.
Secondly, a new method of full body human motion reconstruction using very
sparse configuration of sensors is proposed. In this setup, two sensor are attached
to the upper extremities and one sensor is attached to the lower trunk. The lower
trunk sensor is used to estimate ground contacts, which are later used in the recon-
struction process along with the low dimensional inputs from the sensors attached
to the upper extremities. The reconstruction results of the proposed method have
been compared with the reconstruction results of the existing approaches and it
has been observed that the proposed method generates lower average reconstruc-
tion errors.
Thirdly, in the field of human motion analysis, a novel method of estimation
of human soft biometrics such as gender, height, and age from the inertial data of
a simple human walk is proposed. The proposed method extracts several features
from the time and frequency domains for each individual step. A random forest
classifier is fed with the extracted features in order to estimate the soft biomet-
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rics of a human. The results of classification have shown that it is possible with
a higher accuracy to estimate the gender, height, and age of a human from the
inertial data of a single step of his/her walk.
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Introduction
Motion capture has gained significant popularity in the last decade. Motion cap-
ture or mocap is a process of recording high quality 3D movements of objects
using multiple sensors in a special environment. The recorded information is
used to create 2D or 3D digital animations of the characters. Mocap data sets
has been successfully used in a variety of fields including human motion analy-
sis, sports, movies and entertainment, video games, medical applications, mili-
tary, and robotics. A special recording studio, equipped with several sensors, is
typically used to record mocap data. An actor usually wears a special suit with
markers attached near to each joint. The actor performs different tasks or move-
ments according to a pre-written script. The sensors record all movements of the
actor with high resolution and high frame rate (up to several hundred frames per
second). Higher resolution is required for precise tracking of the markers and
higher frame rate is necessary to minimize motion blurring which occurs due to
low frame rate.
A mocap system can either be optical or non-optical. An optical mocap sys-
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tem uses a set of calibrated high resolution image sensors or cameras to capture
motions. The markers on the actor’s body are tracked by an array of cameras
and triangulation is used to compute the 3D position of the markers. There are
two different types of markers used in an optical based mocap system: passive
markers and active markers. A passive marker does not have it’s own illumination
source but relies on the illumination provided by the environment. It is a special
marker which is made of or coated with retro-reflective material, which reflects
light when illuminated. Brighter lights are usually used to unambiguously detect
each marker. The retro-reflective property of a passive marker makes it cheap in
price, light in weight, easy to attach, and does not require any batteries or wires.
Active markers, on the other hand, have their own source of illumination, usually
a LED, which is actively emitted from the sensors in the form of flashing light.
These markers can be tracked more robustly than the passive markers, however,
they are comparatively expensive and bulky to wear. Markerless mocap systems
are alternative to marker-based mocap systems. These systems do not require any
special markers for detection and tracking.
Mocap data can also be recorded with non-optical motion capture systems
such as mechanical systems, magnetic systems, and inertial systems. Mechanical
motion capture systems are used to directly track body joint angles. In this case,
an actor wears a skeleton like structure and the joint angles are tracked through
the mechanical parts. In a magnetic motion capture systems, sensors are attached
to the actors body which measure the low-frequency magnetic field generated by
the transmitter source. Special algorithms are used to calculate 3D positions and
rotations of the joints. However, latency and jitter are two major weaknesses of
these systems [Len90]. Latency occurs due to asynchronous measurements by the
system whereas jitter occurs due to the presence of ferrous or electronic devices
in the environment.
We are living in an era where science and technology is shaping our lives. The
development of low-cost sensors has made it possible to invent and derive new
gadgets with cheaper cost. Availability of low-cost sensors has also motivated
the research community in the field of computer graphics and animation to de-
velop new techniques and methods using these sensors. For the last several years,
such sensors have been successfully used in the fields of motion capture, motion
3reconstruction, and motion analysis. A standard mocap system is comparatively
expensive to purchase and requires special environment to operate. Other than
high cost, standard mocap systems are not useable in outdoor environments. For
example, passive maker based mocap systems require special suits to wear in or-
der to unambiguously detect and track markers, which is not possible in dynamic
outdoor environments.
Accelerometers are a good example of low-cost sensors which are used in a
number of digital devices such as smart phones and smart watches, tablets, lap-
tops, cameras etc. Better and high-cost accelerometers are used in automobiles,
air planes, rockets etc. In general, most of the modern gadgets are equipped with
low-cost accelerometers. They are preferred for being cheap in price, small in
size, easily wearable, and can be connected to a receiving device wirelessly. Gy-
roscopes are another example of low-cost sensors which are used in many of the
modern day digital devices. Same as accelerometers, gyroscopes are also cheap,
small and easy to wear, and can be connected to receiving devices wirelessly.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.1: Examples of two inertial measurement units (IMUs) used motion re-
construction and classification. a) Xsens MTx, b) APDM Opal.
Inertial mocap systems, which use inertial measurement units (IMUs) to cap-
ture motion data, are a cheap and low-cost alternative to optical mocap system. An
IMU is an electronic device which houses accelerometers, gyroscopes, and some-
times magnetometers. Accelerometers record accelerations of the moving object
while gyroscopes record angular velocities of the moving object. Magnetometers
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measure earth’s magnetic field and are typically used to correct orientation drift.
IMUs are essential components of inertial navigation systems which are used in
spacecrafts, unmanned aerial vehicles, and satellites etc. Unlike optical based mo-
cap systems, inertial mocap systems do not require any cameras, illuminations, or
markers. However, positional drift over time is a major limitation of these sys-
tems [WF02]. In figure 1.1, two different types of IMUs are shown. Figure 1.1a
shows an Xsens MTx sensor [Xse14] while figure 1.1b shows APDM Opal sen-
sors [Opa15], which are 3-DOF orientation trackers which provide 3D orientation
and 3D kinematic data. Both of these sensors have been actively used during the
course of our research.
Many human motion data sets, recorded with passive marker based optical
mocap systems, are publicly available for research purposes. An example of such
data sets is HDM05 motion capture database [MRC+07]. This database consist
of 210 minutes of high resolution recordings of roughly 100 different human mo-
tions performed by five non-professional actors. A Vicon motion capture sys-
tem [Vic14] is used to record mocap data. A set of 40–50 passive markers are
used, which are tracked at a frame rate of 240 Hz by an array of six to twelve cal-
ibrated high resolution cameras. The recorded motion are grouped into five cat-
egories including locomotion, grabbing and depositing, sports, sitting and lying
down, and other miscellaneous motions. Figure 1.2 shows an example of place-
ment of passive markers used in the recordings of HDM05. Figure 1.2a shows
an actor wearing a special suit with passive markers attached on different joints.
Figure 1.2b shows the joint based standard skeleton used in the recordings. Both
images are taken from the documentation of HDM05 [MRC+07].
CMU graphics lab motion capture database [CMU03] is another example of
freely available mocap data sets captured with a passive marker based optical mo-
cap system. It is a large database consisting of 2605 trials performed by 109 sub-
jects in 6 categories and 23 subcategories. Main categories include human inter-
action, interaction with environment, locomotion, physical activities and sports,
situations and scenarios, and several test motions. Motion data are recorded with
a vicon motion capture system. A set of 12 infrared MX-40 cameras are used to
track 41 passive markers attached to a special black suit worn by the actor. Each
of the cameras has a resolution of 4 megapixel and a frame rate of 120 Hz.
5(a) (b)
Figure 1.2: An example of passive markers set used in the recordings of HDM05.
a) An actor wearing a special suit with passive markers attached on different
joints. b) The joint based standard skeleton used in the recordings. Both images
are taken from the documentation of HDM05 [MRC+07]
Further examples of human motion data sets include HumanEva [SBB10]
for human pose estimation and tracking; Biological motion library [MPP06] for
identification of motion properties such as gender, identity, and emotions; Korea
University Gesture (KUG) database [HKL06] for gesture recognition and human
tracking; ICS action database [MST03] for human action recognition and segmen-
tation; Human Identification at Distance (HID) database [Geo15] for gait recogni-
tion; Berkeley Multimodal Human Action (MHAD) database [OCK+13] for rec-
ognizing human movements and movement styles in different human activities;
KIT whole-body human motion database [MTD+15] for human motion analysis,
imitation learning, action recognition and motion generation; and Cologne motion
capture database [GF15] for human motion analysis.
The data recorded with any passive marker based optical mocap system are
usually available as collections of flat files of different formats. Some of the fa-
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mous file formats are C3D, BVH, and ASF/AMC. A C3D file format is a binary
format which is used to record synchronized 3D and analog data. It is an old for-
mat which is in use since mid 1980s [Mot15]. A biovision hierarchical (BVH)
data file format is used to save skeleton hierarchy information along with the mo-
tion data [Bio15]. The ASF/AMC or the Acclaim file format is made up of two
files. The ASF file (Acclaim Skeleton File) is used to save skeleton data while the
motion data are saved into the AMC file (Acclaim Motion Capture data) [Acc15].
For an overview of other motion capture file formats, we refer the reader to the
article of Meredith and Maddock [MM01].
The meta-data or annotations about the contents of a mocap data file are given
as rough textual description. Such meta-data is important to find the description
of the recorded motion saved in a particular file. In case of CMU data sets, the
textual descriptions for each motion are given on their website1. The name of each
file contains the subject number of the actor who acted in the trial, and an event
number. Further details of the motions are traced from the information provided
on the website. For HDM05, the meta-data is provided in the form of a technical
report available on their website2. The name of each file contains information
about the subject and a reference to one of the chapters of the technical report.
In summary, mocap data sets are currently available as collections of data
of various file formats e.g. C3D, BVH, and ASF/AMC etc. The meta-data is
provided as rough textual descriptions either online or in technical reports. This
method of organization of mocap data has several limitations. Firstly, several
file formats make its usage difficult and require considerable amount of time in
search and retrieval of contents. One has to learn and understand different file
formats and how data are organized in these file formats. Secondly, it is not trivial
to extract contents of interest because of a lack of annotation policy. Moreover,
since the data are organized in flat files, therefore it is not possible to search and
retrieve contents directly. The whole file must be loaded into the system’s memory
in order to search its contents. In addition to this, there is no centralized and single
point access to data. All these limitations make it difficult to search and retrieve
contents of interest in minimum time with minimum efforts.
1http://mocap.cs.cmu.edu/subjects.php
2http://resources.mpi-inf.mpg.de/HDM05/index.html
7A solution to minimize these limitations is using relational database systems
to organize mocap data. The idea is to design a flexible database schema and
convert all freely available mocap data sets into a single relational database. This
approach has several advantages. There is no need to learn different file formats
as whole data are organized in a standard relational database. It is possible to
search and retrieve contents of interest using standard SQL statements. The flexi-
ble schema also provides an easier way of defining hierarchical annotations. Thus,
searching and retrieval of motions containing a specific keyword is possible. The
hierarchical annotations also allow retrieval of similar type e.g. retrieving all mo-
tions containing left hand waving. With the flexible design of the database, it is
possible to add different freely available mocap data sets into a single database
allowing a centralized access to them. The database schema can be extended to
include not only additional sensor modalities e.g. inertial measurements, but also
synthesized motions. The standard SQL queries can be used to query actual and/or
synthesized motions. The proposed relational database for human motion data is
discussed in detail in chapter 2 of this report.
The idea of a relation database for human motion data can also be applied
to non-human motion data sets such as quadruped motion data. However, the
locomotion of the quadruped is much different than the locomotion of humans.
The difference is not only in the number of limbs but also in different gait
types [Ale84]. A typical human walk step is mainly divided into two phases:
a) a swing phase; where the feet leaves ground surface and the leg swings forward
and b) a support or stance phase; where the foot stays in contact with the ground
supporting body weight [HKH07]. However, quadruped can have different motion
phases depending upon the gait type. Horses, for example, have four different gait
types: a) walk, b) trot, c) canter, and d) gallop [Ale84]. The movement of limbs
differ significantly in each of these gait types.
The difference in gait types and gait mechanism of humans and quadruped in-
dicates that the database schema of the human motion database cannot be used
to store quadruped motion data. In this context, we propose a different rela-
tional database schema to store motion data of quadruped. Although the database
schema is different but the general idea and the benefits of using a relational
database management system remains the same. Similar to the relation database
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for human motion data, the relational database for quadruped motion data will
provide centralized and single point access to the free available mocap data sets,
can be queried through standard SQL statements, and will allow storing data
from non-mocap sensor modalities as well as synthesized motions. The proposed
database schema for quadruped motion data is also discussed in detail in chapter 2
of this dissertation.
Mocap data sets serve as a knowledge base in many data driven methods for
full body motion reconstruction [LS99, LS01, AF02, PB02, RSH+05, SH08].
Generally, the knowledge base is searched during the reconstruction process to
find best matches of a low dimensional input. Several methods of human motion
reconstruction using accelerometers have been proposed. Researchers have shown
that whole body human motion reconstruction is possible by using a very sparse
configuration of sensors i.e. attaching sensors only to the end-effectors; both
hands and both feet [CH05, KCHO10, TZK+11, KL13]. Kim and Lee [KL13], on
the other hand, have shown that it is possible to reconstruct many motions from
the data of wrist trajectories only. However, their method is limited to only those
motions which can be unambiguously distinguished by the position and velocity
data.
Taking a step forward from the existing approaches of human motion recon-
struction using accelerometers on end-effectors, we have proposed a full body
motion reconstruction method using very sparse configuration of sensors: two ac-
celerometers attached on both wrists and one accelerometer attached on the lower
trunk. We show that for a number of motions, it is possible to estimate ground
contacts from the lower trunk sensor. We also show that visually appealing mo-
tion can be reconstructed using the ground contacts information along with the
low dimensional input from the wrists accelerometers only. Our proposed algo-
rithm along with results of human motion reconstruction are discussed in detail in
chapter 3 of this dissertation.
Sparse representation of human motions is also an important and active area
of current research in human motion analysis. It provides a solid base for differ-
ent inter-linked fields of computer vision and computer graphics such as human
activity recognition, user authentication, motion reconstruction etc. Several pre-
vious works such as point light walker [Joh73], have shown that several aspects
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of human motion are encoded in the sparse kinematic information of a subject.
Troje [Tro02] has also used the concept of point light walker to investigate the
question of how socially relevant information is encoded in the human biological
motion patterns and how such information can be retrieved. The analysis indicates
that the gender information is encoded more in the dynamic part of the motion
than the motion-mediated structural cues. Researchers have also shown that the
video and motion capture data can be used to estimate poses and skeletons which
can be used for recognition and analysis of human movement (Lv et al. [LN07],
Junejo et al. [JDLP11], Barnachon et al. [BBBG14], Oshin et al. [OGB14]). On
the other hand, Venture et al. [VAN08], Kirk et al. [KOF05] have shown that the
analysis of representations of motions can provide information on the biometric
properties of objects.
The idea of the point light walker can be further extended to investigate differ-
ent aspects of human motion. An interesting focus of investigation is whether it is
possible to estimate soft biometrics i.e. gender, height, and age of a human from
the inertial sensor data of a simple human walk. In this context, we have proposed
a method of features extraction from the inertial data of a single step. The method
extracts a set of features from both time and frequency domains. Additionally, a
random forest based classification method is used to estimate soft biometrics of
a human. Our results show that the soft biometrics of a human can be estimated
with a higher accuracy from the inertial data of an individual step. Further de-
tails of the proposed method and related results are presented in chapter 4 of this
dissertation.
1.1 Main Contributions
During the course of this doctoral research work, following main contributions
are made to the scientific community.
• Our research work on a relational database for human motion data has been
presented in the 15th international conference on computational science
and its applications (ICCSA 2015). The title of the article is A relational
database for human motion data [RKW15] and it is published as confer-
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ence proceedings in the Springer’s Lecture Notes in Computer Science.
• Our research work on a relational database for quadruped motion data is
partially completed and presented in this thesis report.
• Our research work on full-body human motion reconstruction using very
few accelerometers and ground contacts is published in the Graphical
Models, which is a peer-reviewed journal. The title of the article is Mo-
tion Reconstruction Using Very Few Accelerometers and Ground Con-
tacts [RTKW15].
• Our research work on estimation of human soft biometrics from the inertial
measurements of a single step is unpublished and will be submitted to some
peer-reviewed journal for technical reviews.
1.2 Organization of the Thesis
The rest of the report is organized as follows: We start with a discussion on using
relational databases for motion capture data in chapter 2. Here we discuss our
proposed relational database schemas for human motion and quadruped motion
data. In chapter 3, we formulate our work on full body human motion reconstruc-
tion using very few accelerometers and ground contacts. In chapter 4, we explain
our work on estimation of soft biometrics (gender, height, and age) using inertial
measurement of a single step. Chapter 5 is devoted to conclusion and future work
followed by a list of literature consulted throughout the course of this study.
2
Relational Databases for Motion Data
Motion capturing is a well-known and standard technique of recording high qual-
ity data in various formats. These data sets, which serve as a back bone of data-
driven character animation, are usually available in flat files. Different file for-
mats, organization of data in flat files, and a lack of a centralized data access
makes it difficult to efficiently use them with minimum efforts. Similarly, it is not
easy to manage meta-data and annotations, which describe the nature of the data.
These limitations, which are mainly due to organization of data in flat files, can
be improved by using relational database management systems (RDBMS). In this
chapter, we will show how relational databases can overcome all these limitations.
We also discuss the additional benefits of the using relational databases such as
design flexibility, scalability, and faster data retrieval. We purpose a relational
database approach to two types of mocap data sets: 1) human motion data – dis-
cussed in the first section of this chapter and 2) quadruped motion data – discussed
in the second section of this chapter.
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2.1 A Relational Database for Human Motion Data
Motion capture data have been widely used in applications ranging from video
games and animations to simulations and virtual environments. Moreover, all
data-driven approaches for analysis and synthesis of motions are depending on
motion capture data. Although multiple large motion capture data sets are freely
available for research, there is no system which can provide a centralized access
to all of them in an organized manner. In this section we show that using a re-
lational database management system to store data does not only provide such a
centralized access to the data, but also allows to include other sensor modalities
(e.g. accelerometer data) and various semantic annotations. We present two appli-
cations for our system: A motion capture player where motions sequences can be
retrieved from large data sets using SQL queries and the automatic construction
of statistical models which can further be used for complex motion analysis and
motions synthesis tasks.
2.1.1 Background
A number of data-driven applications such as for action recognition, motion
synthesis, motion analysis etc. have been developed which heavily depend
upon high quality motion capture data. For research purposes multiple data
sets [CMU03, MRC+07, SBB10, GFB11] containing tens of gigabytes of mo-
cap data are published publicly. These so called databases are usually available
as collections of files in different formats, like C3D, BVH and ASF/AMC. Cur-
rently, the two largest, well established, and freely available collections of mocap
data are the CMU [CMU03] and HDM05 [MRC+07] databases where the data
are organized in flat files. The file names do not include any information about
the nature of the event stored in the file. An indication of the content of each file
is given as rough textual description only.
For the CMU data collection, textual descriptions are given for each motion
file on the web page. In addition, links to motion files are sorted by subjects
and categories, such as Human Interaction, Locomotion, Physical Activities &
Sports. Each file name contains the subject number and an event number only.
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For the HDM05 data collection, a technical report is available, where a script with
the description of the tasks the subjects had performed is published. Here, the
file-name refers to the subject, a chapter in this script and thus, gives an indirect
indication of the actual content. Additionally a frame rate is stored in the HDM05
file names.
On the one hand there exists no centralized policy for frame accurate anno-
tations of motion capture data. Annotations on the frame level are only avail-
able for few example motion sequences, as shown for comparison in the con-
text of motion segmentation [ZTH13, VKK14]. This makes it difficult to search
the available data for contents of interest. It is not directly possible to ex-
tract a sub part of a relevant information e.g. extracting those frames where
subject is in T-pose. To this end, whole files have to be parsed and relevant
contents have to be extracted by hand. Another disadvantage of flat files is
the inability to query, search, and retrieve information in a structured manner.
On the other hand a huge amount of data-driven techniques were developed
(see [KTMW08, MLC10, MC12, BWKW14] for some examples) that make use
of carefully selected motion data. Our goal is to provide tools that simplify and
speed-up the work flow of data selection and model building for such data-driven
approaches.
2.1.2 Related Work
To handle the growing amount of mocap data, many alternative methods for fast
search and retrieval have been proposed by the research community. Based on
frame by frame comparison, Match Webs [KG04] were introduced to come up
with an efficient index structure. Due to the quadratic complexity it is not pos-
sible to build index structures on all currently available mocap data with this
method. To avoid quadratic complexity of frame by frame comparisons, segmen-
tation based methods were developed [Lin06]. Cluster based methods classify
motion database into small clusters or groups. The classification is either based
on similar frames in different motions [BSC05] or on clustering similar poses
[LZWM05]. Binary geometric features [MRC05] can be used to tackle this kind
of segmentation problems. While methods based on boolean features can not de-
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scribe close numerical similarity, this is the case when low dimensional represen-
tations of the motion data are used for comparison. To compute low-dimensional
representations of mocap data principal component analysis (PCA) is a well es-
tablished method [FF05, AFO03].
Another way to come up with low dimensional representations is to compute
feature sets in a normalized pose space [KTWZ10]. Dimensionality reduction is
achieved by using a subset of joint positions only. Typically, a feature set con-
sisting of hand, feet and the head positions is chosen. They also show that it is
possible to search these feature sets efficiently by employing a kd-tree as index
structure. This retrieval technique is adopted for the database architecture pro-
posed by [WLZ+11]. In this work the authors focus on both, data compression
and retrieval of motion capture data. A compression ratio of 25% of the original
database size is achieved with this method. To this end a curve simplification al-
gorithm is applied in order to reduce the number of frames to 20% of the original
ones. An adaptive k-means clustering algorithm is used to group similar motion
clips together. In addition, a three-step motion retrieval method is used which
accelerates the retrieval process by filtering irrelevant motions.
A database architecture consisting of data representation, data retrieval and
selection modules has been proposed [ACG09]. An in-memory internal represen-
tation of the motion data consisting of a collection of poses is created via data
representation module. The data retrieval and selection module queries this in-
memory representation using PhaseQuery and results are expressed as sequences
of segments. The search and retrieval time is almost real-time for small data sets
but it increases dramatically for larger data sets. The in-memory condition re-
quires enough physical memory to load large data sets.
For annotation purposes, semi-supervised techniques were employed. Based
on a support vector machine (SVM), a database of football motions was anno-
tated [AFO03]. Such kind of annotations are transferred from motion capture
data to video sequences in [RF03]. To visualize and explore huge data sets, hi-
erarchical clustering on normalized pose features [BWK+13] was used to obtain
an overview on huge data collections. In opposite, Lin [Lin15] presents a system
where Kinect queries are used to search and explore mocap data sets that are mod-
eled as sets of 3-attribute strings. Liang and Miao [LM15] have proposed a mocap
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data retrieval method based on Labanotation. Key-frames are hierarchically clus-
tered to build a directed graph. A motion metric is used to measure similarity
between two motions based on Laban Movement Analysis (LMA). The proposed
method works well for simple locomotion activities, however, a considerable de-
crease in average precision is observed for complex activities such as boxing and
dancing.
Figure 2.1: Entity Relationship model of the proposed database architecture for
human motion data. The core schema is divided into four different categories,
each of which handles an aspect of the proposed schema.
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2.1.3 Database Architecture
The Entity-Relationship (ER) Model of the proposed database architecture is
shown in Figure 2.1. The core schema is divided into four different categories:
1. Controller Entity: The heart of the proposed schema, which controls the
flow of information.
2. Sensor-specific Entities: To handle sensor-specific data for each sensor.
3. Annotations Control Entities: To control annotation policy mechanism.
4. Derived Entities: To entertain non-mocap data which is computed from the
mocap data.
We will briefly explain each of these categories in the following subsections.
2.1.3.1 Controller Entity
The purpose of the controller entity is to control the flow of information in a log-
ical manner. It functions as the heart of the schema providing a logical bounding
among different entities. All vital information passes through the controller en-
tity. In our proposed database architecture, the motion entity acts as the controller
entity (Figure 2.1). The controller entity has a simple schema with certain general
attributes of a file such as 1) name: stores actual name of the file, 2) file type:
stores type of the file e.g. amc, c3d, 3) source: stores the source of the file e.g.
HDM05, CMU, and 4) synthesized: a boolean flag to indicate whether the mo-
tion data is an actual recording or an artificial motion obtained by some motion
synthesis procedure.
2.1.3.2 Sensor-specific Entities
Most of the entities in our proposed database schema are sensor-specific. Sensor-
specific entities, as the name indicates, are used to store sensor specific informa-
tion in the database. In order to achieve a flexible design of the database schema,
general properties of each recording are stored in separate entities (name of the
entity in a format: sensor name + an underscore + ‘file’ e.g. c3d file) and actual
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Table 2.1: Sensor-specific entities, their attributes and description of each at-
tribute.
Entities Attributes Description
amc file, c3d file, xsens file
frame count, frame rate Total frames and frame rate
sync frame Synchronization frame
path Physical path on HDD
amc data
tx, ty, tz Translation (x, y, z)
rx, ry, rz Rotation (x, y, z)
frame Frame number
c3d data




sens ornt w, sens ornt x,
sens ornt y, sens ornt z
Sensor orientation (w, x, y, z)
sens acc x, sens acc y,
sens acc z
Sensor acceleration (x, y, z)
name map Name map
bone sens offset Bone sensor offset
frame Frame number
skeleton
dirx, diry, dirz Direction (x, y, z)
axisx, axisy, axisz Axis (x, y, z)
dofrx, dofry, dofrz Degree of freedom - rotation (x, y, z)
doftx, dofty, doftz Degree of freedom - translation (x, y, z)
bone length, limits Bone length, limits
skeleton misc
version, name, mass Sensor’s version, name, and mass
skel length Skeleton length
root order, root axis Order (rotation, translation) and Axis (x,y,z) of the root
angle unit Unit of the angle
data is stored in separate entities (name of the entity in a format: sensor name +
an underscore + ‘data’ e.g. c3d data). Each sensor can have any number of addi-
tional supporting entities. For example to store AMC data, the general properties
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are stored into amc file table and the actual data is stored into amc data table. The
supporting entity in this case is joints table. We have processed and stored data
from different sensors in our proposed database, which includes:
ASF Data: The ASF skeleton data is distributed into two entities namely skele-
ton misc and skeleton. The skeleton misc entity stores the general attributes of
skeleton while the skeleton entity stores specific skeleton data of each joint in
each frame. The attributes of both entities are described in Table 2.1.
AMC Data: The AMC motion data is stored into two mandatory entities
amc file and amc data and a supporting entity joints. The amc file entity stores
general information about the data such as frame count, frame rate, synchroniza-
tion frame etc. A synchronization frame is used to overcome synchronization
problem amongst different sensor systems, which occurs when a single motion is
simultaneously recorded by multiple motion capture devices. The amc data stores
rotation and translation data for each joint in each frame. The joints entity has a
one-to-many relationship with the amc data and provides an easy mechanism of
joint-based data search using standard SQL statements. The attributes of AMC
data entities are described in Table 2.1.
C3D Data: The C3D data is stored into two mandatory entities c3d file and
c3d data and a supporting entity markers. Like the amc file, the c3d file entity
also stores general information about the data such as frame count, frame rate,
synchronization frame etc. The c3d data entity stores 3D information of each
marker in each frame. The markers entity has a one-to-many relationship with
the c3d data. The database can be queried based on markers to fetch data of
a particular marker using standard SQL statements. The attributes of C3D data
entities are explained in Table 2.1.
Accelerometer Data (Xsens): The accelerometer data is not available in CMU
or HDM05 mocap data sets. However, some recordings of accelerometer data
were captured later on and we have included these data sets in our database
schema. This shows the flexibility and extensibility of our database architecture
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that any new sensor can be easily integrated within the existing schema. The
data has been recorded using Xsens’s MTx accelerometer [Xse14]. In order to
store data; two mandatory entities xsens file and xsens data and a supporting en-
tity joints are used. The xsens file has same attributes as amc file and c3d file.
The xsens data entity stores orientation and acceleration data of each joint in each
frame. The joints entity has a one-to-many relationship with the xsens data. The
attributes of accelerometer data entities are explained in Table 2.1.




annotator Name of the annotator
timestamp Record creation timestamp
startframe Starting frame number of the annotation
endframe Ending frame number of the annotation
keywords
keyword Keyword
parent id A self relation, null if no parents
2.1.3.3 Annotations Control Entities
Annotations control entities are one of the important entities in the proposed
database architecture. These entities define an annotation policy mechanism and
provide an easy way to query the database based on an event keyword. In the
proposed database architecture, two entities have been introduced to handle an-
notations. The annotations entity stores the general attributes of an annotation
such as start frame, end frame, timestamp etc. the keywords entity serves as a
dictionary of annotations and has a one-to-many relationship with the annotations
entity. It also has a self-relation to maintain a hierarchical relationship between
different keywords. The hierarchical relationships are parent- child relationships
and define annotations from high-level general terms to low-level more specific
terms. For example, in HDM05, a ‘jumping jack’ motion is a child of the ‘work-
out’ event and a grand child of the ‘sports’ event. So the parent id of the ‘jumping
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jack’ will be the id of the ‘workout’ and the parent id of the ‘workout’ will be the
id of the ‘sports’. The attributes of annotations control entities are expressed in
Table 2.2.
2.1.3.4 Derived Entities
In the proposed database architecture, there are certain entities which are de-
rived from the existing mocap data sets. These entities do not exist in any
freely available mocap data set. However, they are required in many research
activities and researchers have to manually compute them whenever required.
A good example of derived entities is physics based features such as cen-
ter of mass, zero moment point, and angular momentum, which can be com-
puted through kinematics [RW03]. To entertain these features, a separate en-
tity namely physics based features has been created. The attributes of the
physics based features are explained in Table 2.3. This table has no real data at
the moment and computing and dumping physics based features into the database
will be carried out in near future.
Table 2.3: Derived entities - physics based features. Physics based features are




com x, com y, com z Center of Mass (x, y, z)
zmp x, zmp y, zmp z Zero Moment Point (x, y, z)
ang mom x, ang mom y,
ang mom z
Angular Momentum (x, y, z)
frame Frame number
2.1.4 Basic Database Operations
2.1.4.1 Processing and Storing Mocap Data into Database
We have used PostgreSQL, version 9.0 - 64 bit, to store extracted data from mo-
cap data sets. PostgreSQL is a widely used object-relational database management
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system which is freely available under PostgreSQL license. A database has been
created using our proposed database schema. In order to extract data from differ-
ent formats and store into database, special scripts are written in Visual C++ and
Matlab. These scripts read each file of a particular format, extract data of interest,
and generate text files with structured queries. These queries are then executed
under PostgreSQL environment to store data into different tables. In order to op-
timize insertion process by minimizing data insertion time, concepts of bulk data
insertion are used.
2.1.4.2 Retrieving Collections
Collections can be retrieved using standard SQL statements. In the upcoming
subsections, we will give some examples of retrieving collections using standard
SQL queries.
Retrieving All Actors: This is a simple example of retrieving data of all actors.
Each trial in mocap data is performed by one or more actors and motions can be
retrieved based on actor’s information.
s e l e c t ∗ from a c t o r s ;
Retrieving All Annotation Keywords: This is another simple example of retriev-
ing all keywords. Each trial in mocap data is annotated through a keyword, which explains
the nature of the event.
s e l e c t ∗ from keywords ;
Retrieving Annotations of a Specific Event Group: Sometimes one is interested
to find all annotations of a specific group of events e.g. finding all ‘sports’ annotations.
In this example we show how one can retrieve annotations of a specific event group. The
event group of interest, in this case, is ‘sports’.
s e l e c t keyword from keywords
where p a r e n t i d = (
s e l e c t i d from keywords
where keyword = ‘ ‘ s p o r t s ’ ’ )
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Retrieving Motion Information of an Event: This example shows how to retrieve
motion IDs of all motion records for ‘dancing’ event. These IDs can be used in later steps
to retrieve actual motion data.
s e l e c t m. i d from mot ion m,
a n n o t a t i o n s a , a m c f i l e af ,
keywords k
where m. i d =a . m o t i o n i d
and a . keyword id =k . i d
and a f . m o t i o n i d =m. i d
and k . keyword = ‘ ‘ danc ing ’ ’
Retrieving Synchronized C3D Data: In this example, we show how to retrieve
synchronized data based on syn frame value. The synchronization frame, syn frame, is
used to overcome synchronization problem amongst different sensor systems, which oc-
curs when a single motion is simultaneously recorded by multiple motion capture devices.
The data-type of the syn frame attribute is real and stores synchronization time in seconds.
In the presence of this time, retrieving synchronized data is very easy and straight forward
as shown in the following query.
s e l e c t ∗ from c 3 d d a t a
where c 3 d f i l e i d =1 and frame >
( s e l e c t s y n c f r a m e ∗ f r a m e r a t e
from c 3 d f i l e where i d =1)
Retrieving AMC Data: In this query we extract all AMC data for ‘throwing’ event
where actor is ‘mm’ and source of mocap data is ‘HDM05’. This is a complex query as it
involves multiple joins among various entities such as actors, motion, amc file etc.
s e l e c t ∗ from amc da ta
where a m c f i l e i d i n
( s e l e c t a f . i d from a m c f i l e af ,
mot ion mo where
mo . s o u r c e = ‘ ‘HDM05’ ’
and mo . i d = a f . m o t i o n i d
and mo . i d
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i n ( s e l e c t m. i d from mot ion m,
a n n o t a t i o n s a ,
a c t o r s m o t i o n am
keywords k , a c t o r s ac
where m. i d =a . m o t i o n i d
and a . keyword id =k . i d
and ac . i d =am . a c t o r s i d
and am . m o t i o n i d =m. i d
and ac . name = ‘ ‘mm’ ’
and k . keyword = ‘ ‘ th rowing ’ ’ ) )
2.1.5 Database Performance Evaluation
2.1.5.1 Performance Optimization
Before we evaluate the performance of the presented database scheme, we give some
insights into the steps taken for optimization of the database structure.
The size of the database on hard disk is approximately 61 GB after parsing and insert-
ing data from all ASF/AMC and C3D files for both HDM05 and CMU. Entities amc data
and c3d data are the largest entities having approximately 90 million and 130 million
records respectively. Hence, an optimization policy is required in order to minimize
database search and retrieval time and maximize the system’s response time. Indexing
is one of the widely used optimization techniques in relational database management sys-
tems. PostgreSQL provides several built-in indexing algorithms such as B-tree, Hash,
GiST and GIN [Pos13b]. PostgreSQL uses B-tree as default indexing algorithm [Pos13b].
We have created indexes using B-trees on primary keys of both tables. We have also cre-
ated indexes using B-trees on foreign keys to minimize search and retrieval time.
The trade-off of using indexes is slow data insertion as indexes are updated upon each
insertion. However, mocap data sets are not frequently updated so one can compromise
on slow data insertion over fast find and fetch. Alternatively, indexes can be dropped dur-
ing insertion to speed up the insertion process and can be regenerated afterward. We have
executed all queries listed in the section Retrieving Collections 2.1.4.2 with and without
indexing and the results are presented in Table 2.4. The comparison clearly indicates sub-
stantial decrease in data search and retrieval time after introducing B-tree based indexes.
The performance of a database can be analyzed based on how much time it takes to
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Table 2.4: A comparison of performance optimization with and without indexing. The
data search and retrieve time has substantially decreased by introducing binary tree based
indexes.
Retrieving Collections Execution Time (ms)
Without Indexing With Indexing
Retrieving all actors 51 11
Retrieving all annotation keywords 13 10
Retrieving annotations of a specific event group 12 11
Retrieving motion information of an event 111 30
Retrieving synchronized C3D data 244,770 18,029
Retrieving AMC data 217,795 8,132














2,581 1 202 T-pose, bd, HDM05
237,771 2 8,134 Throwing, mm, HDM05
751,042 20 24,576 Walking, bd, HDM05
1,505,390 13 51,182 Dancing, All Actors, HDM05
126,701 12 4,293 Walk, 07, CMU
522,058 19 17,656 Modern Dance, 05, CMU




360,756 2 15,978 Throwing, mm, HDM05
1,139,512 20 48,121 Walking, bd, HDM05
2,196,786 13 98,768 Dancing, All actors, HDM05
179,129 12 8,395 Walk, 07, CMU
738,082 19 34,928 Modern Dance, 05, CMU
1,052,798 7 47,209 Swimming, 125 , CMU
search and retrieve records against simple and complex queries. As said earlier, we have
a particularly large database with a disk size of approximately 61 GB. The two largest
entities in our database are ’amc data’ and ’c3d data’ having a disk size of 28 GB and 32
GB respectively. In section 2.1.5.1, we have outlined our strategy to optimize performance
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of the two entities by means of indexing. To test the performance of the database, we have
executed several queries on these two large entities. In general, we have found minimum
search and retrieval time when the retrieved collections are small in count and maximum
search and retrieval time when the retrieved collections are large in count.




















Figure 2.2: Scatter plot of the timings, when querying the AMC and C3D data
sets. We observed a linear relation between the number of retrieved records and
the execution time.
In order to test the performance of the database, several retrieval criteria are used to
fetch data and the results are presented in Table 2.5. All tests are performed locally on the
database server machine. The database took only 202 ms to fetch 2581 records of ‘T-pose’
data of the actor ‘bd’ for HDM05. The database took 4293 ms to fetch 126701 records
of the ‘Walk’ event of the actor ‘07’ (12 trials in total) from CMU. One the other hand, it
took 51,182 ms to fetch 1,505,390 records of the ‘dancing’ event for all actors (13 trials
in total) from HDM05. During experimentation, we have observed that the execution
time increases as the size of the retrieved records increases and a linear tendency is seen
as shown in Figure 2.2. From this, we conclude that the performance of the database is
optimal for small record sets. Most applications work in cycles of retrieving small chunks
of data from the database and processing these records instead of retrieving the whole data
at once. With small execution time (such as 202 ms), it is possible to achieve interactive
processing by fetching and processing data frame by frame.
Complexity Analysis of SQL Queries: The complexity of an SQL statement de-
pends upon a number of factors such as number of tables involved, number of joins,
unions, intersections, where/having clauses, sub-queries and so on. The complexity of an
SQL statement directly effects its execution cost. The execution plan of any SQL state-
ment can be analyzed in PostgreSQL using the ‘explain’ command. “The execution plan
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shows how the table(s) referenced by the statement will be scanned by plain sequential
scan, index scan, etc., and if multiple tables are referenced, what join algorithms will be
used to bring together the required rows from each input table” [Pos13a].
Figure 2.3: Complexity analysis of the query ‘retrieving motion information of an
event’ analyzed by PgAdmin Query Tool. This query involves inner-joins between
four entities: ‘keywords’, ‘annotations’, ‘amc file’, and ‘motion’. It took 12 ms to
fetch 13 records.
Retrieving Motion Information of an Event: The SQL query of retrieving motion
information of an event is given in number 4 of the Section 2.1.4.2 (Retrieving Collec-
tions). A visual complexity analysis of this query is presented in Figure 2.3. This query
retrieves motion IDs of all motion records for the ‘dancing’ event. It consists of four
inner-joins between entities: ‘motion’, ‘annotations’, ‘amc file’, and ‘keywords’. In order
to relate entities, PostgreSQL uses indexes for those entities which are indexed and hash
joins are used for non-indexed entities. In this example only ‘motion’ entity is indexed
so its index (motion idx) is used to retrieve records. This query took 12 ms to fetch 13
records.
Retrieving AMC Data: The SQL query of retrieving AMC data is outlined in num-
ber 6 of the Section 2.1.4.2 (Retrieving Collections). This is one of the most com-
plex queries in our schema. A visual complexity analysis of this query is presented
in Figure 2.4. This query retrieves AMC data records of all ‘throwing’ events per-
formed by the actor ‘mm’. This query consists of two sub-queries and seven inner-
joins between entities: ‘keywords’, ‘annotations’, ‘actors motion’, ‘actors’, ‘motion’, and
‘amc file’. Entities ‘motion’ and ‘amc data’ are indexed and their indexes (motion idx,
motion data amc file idx) are used to retrieve records. The query took 8,066 ms to fetch
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Figure 2.4: Complexity analysis of the query ‘retrieving AMC data’ analyzed by
PgAdmin Query Tool. This query consists of two sub-queries and seven inner-
joins between entities: ‘keywords’, ‘annotations’, ‘actors motion’, ‘actors’, ‘mo-
tion’, and ‘amc file’. It took 8,066 ms to fetch 237,771 records.
237,771 records. This execution time is fairly acceptable considering the size of the entity
‘amc data’ (approx. 90 million records) and the complexity of this query which involves
two sub-queries and multiple inner-joins.
2.1.6 Applications
2.1.6.1 Extended Motion Capture Player
An ASF/AMC motion capture player is one of many ways to visualize motion frames
as animation sequence. For this purpose skeleton and motion data for each frame are
required. A basic ASF/AMC motion capture player is available with the CMU motion
capture dataset [BZ13], which reads skeleton and motion data from flat files and plays
them as an animation. We present an extended version of this motion capture player
which is capable of playing motions imported from our database. A new GUI element was
added, where the variable parts of the ‘retrieve AMC data’ SQL query (see Sec. 2.1.4.2)
can be filled. As input an ‘actor’, an ‘event’, and an optional ‘motion number’ can be
given. A database search is carried out for the specified input parameters and if the data is
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.5: Extended version of ASF/AMC motion capture player originally de-
veloped by [BZ13]. This extended version can be used to fetch data from the
database and play it. In (a), the rectangle (right side bottom) highlights the ex-
tended part. The user provides as input an ‘actor name’, an ‘event’, and an op-
tional ‘motion number’. The example shows three ‘throwing’ actions (a), two
‘rope skipping’ actions (b), three ‘skiing’ actions (c), and three ‘kicking’ actions
(d). All motions are performed by the actor ‘bd’.
found, it is loaded into the player. A user can then use various control buttons provided in
the player to play the animation. Multiple motions can be loaded and played at the same
time. With this type of interface it is simple to search for individual motion sequences
without having knowledge, or even touching the actual motion capture files. Figure 2.5
shows four different types of motions loaded in the extended motion capture player. In
Figure 2.5a, the rectangle (right side bottom) highlights the extended part. The example
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shows three ‘throwing’ actions (Figure 2.5a), two ‘rope skipping’ actions (Figure 2.5b),
three ‘skiing’ actions (Figure 2.5c), and three ‘kicking’ actions (Figure 2.5d). All motions
are performed by the actor ‘bd’ in these examples. This simple example already shows
how simple selections can be made on the basis of SQL queries. More sophisticated data
visualization techniques [BWK+13, WVZ+15] could use such selections to allow rapid
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Figure 2.6: Scatter plot of the timings, when querying the AMC dataset to con-
struct motion tensors. We observed a linear relation between the number of
fetched motion segments, but no dependency in the number of actors, motion
classes or styles.
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2.1.6.2 Automatic Generation of Statistical Models
Another set of techniques that can benefit from the connection to a relational mocap
database is the automatic construction of statistical models. Such models are used for
analysis tasks such as motion classification and segmentation or motion synthesis tasks
where motion sequences should be developed that fulfill certain user specified constraints.
To show the effectiveness of our approach, we show the automatic construction of motion
tensors, that have been shown to be useful for motion synthesis [KTMW08, MLC10].
To this end, we fetched data from the database for various actors in the same number of
repetitions for multiple motion classes that belong to various styles of a motion. Kru¨ger
et al. [KTMW08] introduced so called natural modes, that belong to different actors, rep-
etitions or motion styles. In the original works these example motions were selected by
hand carefully. By using a data retrieval function, which is written in procedural lan-
guage for the PostgreSQL (PL/pgSQL), we fetch the individual motions for construction
of the multi-modal model. The function takes as input actor name, motion class, and
number of repetitions and retrieves related data from the database. Using this approach
the construction of each tensor model, as described by Kru¨ger et al. [KTMW08], needed
less than ten seconds. Larger sets of motions, including up to 5 actors and 4 motion
classes could be retrieved in about 12 seconds. The actual motions for tensor construc-
tion were taken from the HDM05 motion capture database. For the walk-tensor exam-
ples motions from the motion classes: walkRightCircle4StepsRstart, walk4StepsRstart,
walkLeftCircle4StepsRstart were used. For the grab-tensor the classes grabHighR, grab-
MiddleR, grabLowR, grabFloorR were retrieved. And for the hop-tensor the classes ho-
pRLeg2hops, hopBothLegs2hops, hopLLeg2hops were used. The annotations from the
classes were taken from the so called cut-files subset which is described in the docu-
mentation [MRC+07] of the HDM05 data set. Overall we observed that retrieval times
depend linear on the number of fetched motion segments instead of the number of actors
or motion classes (See Fig. 2.6). Thus, large data sets can be the basis for an efficient
construction of statistical models and therefore for a bunch of new applications in motion
analysis and synthesis.
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2.2 A Relational Database for Quadruped Motion
Data
Capturing high quality 3D motions of animals is also gaining considerable attention for
quite some time. The basic aim of animals mocap data sets is to provide research com-
munity with high quality data and to develop data-driven application using such data sets.
However, just like the human motion data, no centralized access to the quadruped motion
data is available. In this chapter, we propose a relational database schema to organize
freely available quadruped motion data at a single point and to provide a centralized data
access. Several example of retrieving contents of interest using standard SQL queries are
also presented. Additional benefits of the proposed relational database are also outlined
such as easier management of mocap data of different quadruped into a single database,
simple mechanism of defining hierarchical annotations and faster data search and retrieval
through standard SQL statements.
2.2.1 Background
Several free and commercial motion capture data sets are available for human motion as
discussed in the Chapter 1. Different types of motion capturing systems have been used
to record human motions including low-cost consumer devices such as Microsfot Kinect,
Nintendo Wii Remote as well as high-cost professional recording systems such as Vicon
MX, Synertial, Shadow, OptiTrack etc. Due to the availability of freely available mocap
data sets, several data-driven methods for full-body human motion reconstruction have
been proposed as discussed in Section 2.1.2.
Unlike human mocap data sets, only few data sets of animals or quadruped motions
are available. Currently, no large collections of quadruped mocap data sets are freely
available. There exist some small image collections for horses, tigers, and dogs such as
Weizmann horse data sets1, INRIA horses2, and CALVIN TigDog3. All of these data sets
are publicly available, however, the recorded data are image sequences and are intended
to be used in computer vision applications only . Similarly, some commercial mocap data
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motion5. These collections include mocap data sets recorded with professional motion
capture systems, however, these collections are either not freely available or can not be
used for research purposes.
Recording of quadruped motions has several restrictions. It is not possible to record
quadruped motions with low-cost devices. Professional motion capturing systems are
required for recording in indoor environments. In an indoor environment, treadmills can
be used to record animal movements but the motions recorded on treadmills can differ
significantly from the motions recorded in natural outdoor environments. Recording in
outdoor environments is also not a trivial task, because it requires a large area which must
be covered by the sensors. For example, the video cameras should completely cover whole
area and the wireless sensors should be able to connect with the docking stations without
any significant frame loss. Similarly, covering a large area with motion capture systems is
very expensive and might not work as desired. For example, retro-reflective markers may
not be unambiguously distinguished and tracked by the system.
Many methods of reconstruction of quadruped animations have been presented. One
of the well-known motion reconstruction models is physically based models. Marsland
and Lapeer [ML05] have proposed a physics-based model of animating trotting horse
in real-time. They have used open dynamics engine to model horses as collections of
connected bodies and to simulate gravity. P-controllers have been used to minimize er-
rors. Raibert and Hodgins [RH91] have proposed a control algorithm to animate dynamic
legged locomotion such as biped robot, quadruped robot, and a kangroo. They have shown
that the animated characters can maintain their balance while walking and running at var-
ious speeds using various gaits. However, the proposed algorithm is not generic and
requires human intervention to create new creatures. Wilhelms and Van Gelder [WVG97]
have presented an anatomically based approach to modeling and animating animals. Sim-
mons et al. [SWVG02] have also presented a method of automatic reconstruction of com-
plete jointed creatures using an anatomically based canonical model of similar structures.
The model can extract the geometry and animation hierarchy as well as the appearance
and motion of the creature.
Another popular method of representing non-rigid motions is using deforming mesh
sequence [XZY+07], which is a surface mesh of fixed connectivity and changing ver-
tex positions. Several methods of mesh based quadruped animation have been proposed
such as skeleton fitting to a mesh [WP02, SY07, BP07, DATTS08], skeletal deforma-
tion [LCF00], defining and exploring shape space [KMP07, YYPM11], arbitrary deform-
5http://www.horselocomotion.com/
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ing mesh sequences [KG06, XZY+07, KG08, CH12]. Controller-based methods such as
one proposed by Coros et al. [CKJ+11] use a representation based on gait graphs, dual
leg frame model, and flexible spine model in the synthesizing process.
Lack of a large and publicly available quadruped mocap data set has motivated some
of the research groups to work in this direction. One of such projects is the Generic
Motion Models based on Quadrupedal Data (GeMMQuad) [Com15] project which fo-
cuses on the development of a generic quadrupedal motion model parametrized by spine
flexibility. The long-term goal of this project is to develop generic data-driven and bio-
mechanics based methods that can be used from capturing to analyzing, and synthesizing
quadrupedal motions. One of the important objectives of this project is construction of
a generic and extensible quadruped motion capture database of different quadrupeds in-
cluding horses, sheep, and dogs. Both indoor and outdoor environments will be used to
record different types of quadruped gaits such as walk, trot, canter, and gallop. The mo-
tion data will be recorded with different sensor devices including optical motion capture
system, accelerometers, image sensors etc.
An important goal of the GeMMQuad project is to publish quadruped mocap data
sets publicly in a freely accessible relational database. To achieve this objective, a flexible
relational database schema is required. In this context, we present a relational database
schema for the GeMMQuad mocap data set. The design of the database allows easier data
organization of different sensor modalities. The database also provides a simple way of
searching and retrieving contents by means of standard SQL statements. The flexibility
of the schema allows storage of mocap data of different animals in the same database.
Thus, it is not required to create and manage separate databases for each type of animal.
The major advantages of the proposed database architecture are same as the advantages
of a relational database for human motion data as discussed in Section 2.1.1. Since the
recordings of GeMMQuad mocap data are still in progress, therefore no real mocap data
sets are available for testing. The sole purpose of the proposed schema is to provide a
conceptual architecture of the relation database for quadruped motion data.
2.2.2 Database Architecture
The Entity-Relationship model of the proposed database architecture for the quadruped
motion data is shown in Figure 2.7. The core schema is divided into four different cate-
gories:
1. Controller Entity: The entry point of the proposed schema. It’s basic purpose is
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Figure 2.7: Entity Relationship model of the proposed database for the quadruped
motion data. The core schema is divided into four different categories, each of
which handles an aspect of the proposed schema.
controlling flow of information.
2. Sensor-specific Entities: These entities are used to handle sensor specific data for
each sensor.
3. Annotations Control Entities: These entities are used to define and organize an-
notations.
4. Miscellaneous Entities: The purpose of these entities is to organize addition sup-
porting information.
We will briefly explain each of these categories in the following subsections.
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2.2.2.1 Controller Entity
The purpose of the controller entity is to control the logical flow of information. It is the
entry point of the current schema and most of the data retrieval queries require this entity
to search and retrieve information of interest. In our proposed database architecture, the
motion entity acts as the controller entity (Figure 2.7). The schema of the controller entity
is rather simple containing general attributes of a file such as 1) name: stores actual name
of the file, 2) file type: stores type of the file e.g. trc, delsys, xsens etc., 3) path: path of
the of data file, and 4) synthesized: a boolean flag indicating if the motion data belongs to
an actual recording or is synthesized through some procedure.
Table 2.6: Sensor-specific entities, their attributes and description of each at-
tribute.
Entities Attributes Description
delsys file, delsys emg file,
trc file, xsens file
frame count, frame rate Total frames and frame rate
sync frame Synchronization frame
path Physical path on HDD
delsys data











sens ornt w, sens ornt x,
sens ornt y, sens ornt z
Sensor orientation (w, x, y, z)
acc x, acc y, acc z Sensor acceleration (x, y, z)
ang v x, ang v y, ang v z Angular velocities (x, y, z)
mag x, mag y, mag z 3D vector of magnetometer readings
name map Name map
bone sens offset Bone sensor offset
frame Frame number
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2.2.2.2 Sensor-specific Entities
The basic purpose of sensor-specific entities is to store sensor specific data in a orga-
nized manner. Similar to the sensor-specific entities discussed in Section 2.1.3.2, the data
of each sensor are split into several sensor-specific entities. General properties of each
recording are stored in separate entities and actual data is stored in separate entities. Sup-
porting entities are used to handle additional information. For example to store TRC data,
the general properties are stored into the trc file table and the actual data is stored into
the trc data table. The supporting information about markers is handled in the markers
table. Four different types of sensor-specific entities are shown in the proposed schema as
discussed below.
Delsys Data: The Delsys Inc. [Del15] manufactures and markets several types of elec-
tromyography (EMG) instruments, accelerometers, and biomechanical sensors. In the
current schema, the accelerometer data and the EMG data provided by the Delsys sensors
are handled separately. The main reason of handling data in separate entities is due to the
difference in data types and frame rates of each sensor. The EMG sensor has a higher
frame rate (around 2000 Hz) than the frame rate of the accelerometer sensor (around 148
Hz). The EMG data is stored into the delsys emg data entity whereas the general proper-
ties of the recording are stored into the delsys emg file entity. The markers data, which is
supporting information, is stored into the makers entity. The accelerometer data is stored
into the delsys data entity, whereas the general properties of the recording are stored into
the delsys file entity. The makers entity is used as a supporting entity to handle marker
positions of each sensor. The attributes of each entity explained above are presented in
Table 2.6.
TRC Data: The Track Row Column (TRC) file format is a non-skeleton based file
format which is used to specify the positions of the markers attached on the subject’s body
during motion capture trials [Ope15]. This file format was created by the Motion Analysis
Corporation. Each data row in TRC file format contains a time value and positional values
of 3D coordinates of each marker. In the proposed schema, the data in TRC file format
is handled into the trc data entity while the general properties of the recording are stored
into the trc file entity. The markers table is used as a supporting entity to handle makers’
details. The attributes of TRC data entities are described in Table 2.6.
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Video Data: In the proposed schema, video streams are not directly saved into the
database. However, sensor specific properties of each sensor are saved in the camera
table. The attributes of the table include camera name, resolution, and frame rate. The
camera table has a many-to-many relationship with the motion entity which is maintained
through the motion camera table.
Inertial Measurements Data (Xsens): Xsens’s MTx [Xse14] is an inertial mea-
surement unit (IMU), which provides 3D information about an object’s orientation, ac-
celeration, and angular velocities. Following entities are created to store Xsens data:
Two mandatory entities xsens file and xsens data, two supporting entities xsens info and
joints. The xsens file table has same attributes as the delsys file table. The xsens data
entity stores orientation, acceleration, angular velocities, and magnetic data of each joint
in each frame. The xsens info entity stores general properties of the sensor such as sensor
name, serial number, and description. The joints entity has a one-to-one relationship with
the xsens info table. This relationship helps to identify which sensor has been attached to
which joint. The attributes of these entities are explained in Table 2.6.
2.2.2.3 Annotations Control Entities
The annotations control entities in the proposed schema serve as a way of managing hi-
erarchical annotations by means of keywords. They provide a simple yet effective way
of retrieving contents based on a specific keyword or a set of keywords. The schema of
annotation control entities is borrowed from the one discussed in Section 2.1.3.3. The
annotations entity stores the general attributes of an annotation such as start frame, end
frame, timestamp etc. The keywords entity has a one-to-many relationship with the anno-
tations entity. This entity also has a self-relation to maintain a hierarchical relationship
between different keywords. For details on the attributes of annotations control entities,
please refer to Table 2.2 and Figure 2.7.
2.2.2.4 Miscellaneous Entities
The miscellaneous entities are general purpose entities used to store information related to
the subjects. In the proposed schema, the animal entity is used to store basic information
of each animal such as name, sex , age, height, and weight. The animal type entity is used
to handle different types of animals and it has one-to-many relationship with the animal
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entity. A many-to-many relationship between the motion entity and the animal entity is
handled using the animal motion table.
2.2.3 Basic Database Operations
2.2.3.1 Processing and Storing Quadruped Mocap Data into Database
PostgreSQL, which is a well-known and commonly used RDBMS, has been used to create
a relation database according to the proposed schema. The selected version of PostgreSQL
is 9.0 - 64 bit.
2.2.3.2 Retrieving Collections
Collections can be retrieved using standard SQL statements. In this subsection, we will
present some example queries to show how contents of interest can be retrieved from the
proposed database. The data retrieval queries are performed on dummy data since no real
data is yet available.
Retrieving All Subjects: This is a simple example of retrieving data of all animals.
Each trial recorded during motion capture sessions is performed by one or more animals,
which we call subjects. The query below shows retrieval of information about all subjects.
s e l e c t ∗ from a n i ma l
Retrieving All Subjects of a Particular Type: This is another simple example of
retrieving all subjects of a particular type. Here, we are interested to see all subjects of
type sheep.
s e l e c t a . ∗ from a n i ma l a , a n i m a l t y p e a t
where a . t y p e i d = a t . i d
and a t . name = ‘ ‘ sheep ’ ’
Retrieving Motion Data Using Annotations: This example shows how to retrieve
motion IDs of all motions which are annotated as ‘canter’ or ‘gallop’.
s e l e c t m. ∗ from mot ion m,
a n n o t a t i o n s a , keywords k
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where m. i d =a . m o t i o n i d
and a . keyword id = k . i d
and ( k . keyword = ‘ ‘ c a n t e r ’ ’ o r k . keyword = ‘ ‘ g a l l o p ’ ’ )
Retrieving Camera Information: In this example, we show how to retrieve infor-
mation of the cameras used in the recordings of a particular gait type, i.e. ‘canter’.
s e l e c t c . ∗ from camera c ,
mo t ion camera cm , mot ion m,
a n n o t a t i o n s a , keywords k
where c . i d = cm . c i d
and cm . m id = m. i d
and m. i d =a . m o t i o n i d
and a . keyword id = k . i d
and ( k . keyword = ‘ ‘ c a n t e r ’ ’ )
Retrieving Sensor Specific Data: Here we extract TRC data of all ‘trot’ events
performed by the subject ‘Gaia’. Furthermore, we are only interested into the data of
the ‘right shoulder’ of the sujbect. This is a very complex query involving multiple joins
between eight entities. Retrieval of this sort of data from flat files is a very challenging
task.
s e l e c t t d .∗ from t r c d a t a td ,
t r c f i l e t f , mot ion m,
a n n o t a t i o n s a , keywords k ,
a n i m a l m o t i o n am , an im a l an
where t d . t r c f i l e i d = t f . i d
and t f . m o t i o n i d = m. i d
and m. i d =a . m o t i o n i d
and a . keyword id = k . i d
and m. i d = am . m o t i o n i d
and am . a n i m a l i d = an . i d
and an . name = ‘ ‘ Gaia ’ ’
and ( k . keyword = ‘ ‘ t r o t ’ ’ )
and t d . m a r k e r i d = ( s e l e c t i d from marke r s
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where l a b e l = ‘ ‘ ShoulderR ’ ’ )
3
Motion Reconstruction Using Very
Few Accelerometers and Ground
Contacts
Due to the rapid development in sensor technology, the recording of human motion se-
quences is making its way out of controlled studio environments. Accelerometers are
available in a broad range of devices that can be used practically everywhere. In order
to show that the reconstruction of full body motions is possible with standard wearable
devices, we introduce a prototype that is capable of doing so on the basis of a very sparse
sensor setup: We make use of accelerometers placed on both wrists and lower trunk, and
ground contact information only. In this setting human motion reconstruction is a difficult
and challenging task due to sparse spatial distribution of sensors and the noisy nature of
input data. That is why, we first identify ground contacts from the lower trunk sensor
signals and then in a second step combine these results with a fast database look-up that
allows a data-driven motion reconstruction. We show the effectiveness of our approach
in an extensive set of experiments on both simulated and real data. Our results show
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appealing reconstructed motions in a variety of human motion scenarios.
3.1 Background
Practical motion capturing with low-cost sensor has been a topic of intense research in
the last decade. One major line of research was on reducing the costs and especially the
efforts of recording motions by minimizing the number of sensors respective markers set.
A considerable yet effective configuration to achieve sparseness is by attaching sensors to
the end-effectors only, i.e. to hands and feet [CH05, KCHO10, TZK+11, KL13]. In the
reconstruction process, a database of whole-body mocap data is used as a knowledge base
for synthesizing motion of missing segments and regularizing the reconstruction process.
Kim and Lee [KL13] have shown that for surprisingly many motions, very well re-
construction is possible from the data of wrist trajectories only. Although the restriction
to data of wrists trajectories is of little practical relevance, the results presented in [KL13]
naturally imply the question whether motion reconstruction from other and practically
obtainable sensor data attached to the wrists and the lower trunk —specifically from ac-
celerometers and gyroscopes— allow similarly good full body motion reconstruction?
In general, the data of time series of wrist acceleration contains less information than
the data of time series of wrist position, as has been used in [KL13]. However, having
position data and velocity data for a single key frame in an idealized setting (disregarding
noise and drifts due to double integration) the information content of the entire time series
of acceleration data is not less than the one of the position data.
One can easily come up with settings of motions where one cannot deduce position
and velocity data from the time series of accelerations: The wrist accelerations when rid-
ing a bicycle with constant velocity cannot be distinguished from the one having another
velocity or even from a T-pose, whereas from the positional data these motions can be dis-
tinguished. However, when testing input sequences of the HDM05 database [MRC+07]
we found that for each of the sequences for Walking, Locomotion on the spot, Locomo-
tion, Locomotion with weights, Hopping and jumping, and Climbing stairs, there exist key
frames for which the position and velocity information of the wrists can be statistically
deduced from the accelerometer information with a high probability.
Although these results are theoretically encouraging and imply that motion recon-
struction on the basis of wrist accelerometer data is possible for many motions in principle,
a robust and practical algorithm along with this line of investigation is rather challenging.
In this context, we propose a two-step reconstruction method. In the first step, we es-
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timate ground contacts from the lower trunk sensor. In the second step, we use ground
contact information along with accelerations from both wrists and lower trunk senors to
reconstruct motions. Our main contributions presented in this paper are as follows:
• We show that motion reconstruction based on ground contact information together
with very few additional accelerometers (such as two wrist attached ones) is possi-
ble in general.
• We present a novel ground contact detection algorithm for various locomotion ac-
tivities from the data of a third accelerometer/gyroscope sensor attached to the
lower trunk. Hence in this case the overall reconstruction method requires three
accelerometers only.
• We show that it is very advantageous in the case of motion reconstruction from
two hand attached and one lower trunk attached accelerometers to estimate ground
contacts from the lower trunk sensor first and then to proceed similar to the method
proposed by Tautges et al. [TZK+11]. The average reconstruction error using our
method is reduced compared to Tautges [TZK+11] method, in which a method
of motion reconstruction from four accelerometers attached to the wrists and the
ankles is presented, but no ground contact information had been deduced from the
accelerometer readings.
Using the ground contact information, the average processing time is also reduced
significantly in general (by about a factor on 3) closing the gap to real time appli-
cations significantly.
Our focus on pure accelerometer data for wrist attached sensors is not only moti-
vated by previous research, but mainly by its practical significance: For integration into
smart watches or sensor wristlets the integration of accelerometers only without addi-
tional gyroscopes allows the creation of smaller devices. For a lower trunk sensor such a
consideration is of smaller importance.
3.2 Related Work
Human motion capturing (mocap) has become a standard technique for data-driven an-
imation. Many mocap systems were developed based on optical, mechanical, mag-
netic, inertial sensors and markers. All these systems have strengths and weak-
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nesses in terms of accuracy, capturing volume and operation effort. For an overview
see [Mai96, MHK06, Wik14].
The most widely used are optical systems [Pha14b, Opt14, Vic14, Qua14], that make
use of a set of high resolution calibrated cameras to capture the 3D position of markers
attached to the actors’s body by triangulation from the camera images. However, such sys-
tems are highly expensive as they require multiple high quality calibrated image sensors,
special gears to wear, and special recording environment.
An alternative to marker-based optical mocap systems is low-cost inertial sen-
sors [Xse14, RLS09, Ine14]. These sensors are small in size and easily attachable to
an actor’s body. They do not require any special recording environment or special gears
to wear. However, inertial information from these sensors is very noisy and prone to drifts.
To handle sensor drifts, several approaches have been proposed by the research commu-
nity. Schepers et al. [SRV10] have used magnetic field sensors to avoid drifts, while
Vlasic et al. [VAV+07] employed ultrasonic distance sensors for this purpose. Kelly et.
al. [KCOH13] proposed a motion graph based memory efficient technique that uses a sin-
gle overhead camera for global position and orientation data along with accelerometers.
Synthesis of visually appealing and natural looking human motions is a challenging
task. Several approaches have been proposed in this context. Well established are data-
driven methods, which use a mocap database as the knowledge base [LS99, LS01, AF02,
PB02, RSH+05, SH08] of how people move. Typically, the knowledge base is searched
during the reconstruction process to find best matches according to the low dimensional
input. However, the quality of synthesized motion decreases significantly for such mo-
tions which are absent from the knowledge base. The problem of absent motions can be
fixed to an extent by creating new motion through interpolation [KG04, MK05, SH07].
However, interpolation methods do not allow creation of new poses that are not present in
the knowledge base.
Several data retrieval methods have been proposed to identify motions similar to
a query in large motion capture databases. Chai and Hodgins [CH05] used low-
dimensional inputs to search k-nearest poses in a pre-computed neighbor graph. Kru¨ger et
al. [KTWZ10] have developed a lazy neighborhood graph (LNG) method for fast motion
matching in neighborhoods that are found in a kd-tree index structure. An online capa-
ble extension (OLNG), that operates on a window of frames, is introduced by Tautges et
al. [TZK+11].
Methods for motion reconstruction combine fast retrieval and motion synthesis tech-
niques. Here the challenges are to find similar motions on the basis of low-dimensional
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inputs and to synthesize poses that might not be included in the database. Chai and Hod-
gins [CH05] build a local linear model on the basis of the retrieved nearest neighbors.
A best match is obtained by energy optimization. Liu et al. [LWC+11] extended this
approach by constructing a series of local linear dynamic models online to approximate
nonlinear dynamic behaviors of human movement. Tautges et al. [TZK+11] constructed
pose spaces in an online fashion. They came up with a kernel based energy minimization
to synthesize the output poses. With this method they showed that appealing motions can
be reconstructed on the basis of four accelerometers (attached on the wrists and the an-
kles) only. Kim and Lee [KL13], have shown that wrist and ankle trajectories can be used
to reconstruct various whole body motions. The control inputs consist of two wrists tra-
jectories and the ankles trajectories are computed from the wrists trajectories by solving a
shortest path problem in a directed acyclic graph. Yin and Pai [YP03] proposed a method
which uses foot pressure distributions to reconstruct full-body motions. However, their
method requires a knowledge base which contains pre-captured pressure and motion data.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.1: Sensors placement: two accelerometers are attached to both wrists
and one is attached to the center of lower trunk using straps.
3.3 Estimation of Ground Contacts from a Lower
Trunk Sensor
The lower trunk of a human skeleton is a natural point at which the ground contacts of the
body can be detected. A suitable sensor attached to the lower trunk sensor (see Figure 3.1)
can detect such impacts in terms of accelerations and angular velocities. In this section
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we present a novel method of estimating ground contacts from the lower trunk sensor.
An overview of our proposed algorithm, which consists of five phases, is presented in
Figure 3.2. In the following subsections, the proposed algorithm in explained in detail.
3.3.1 Pre-processing
In the pre-processing phase, input signals from the lower trunk sensor are down-sampled
from 100Hz to 25Hz in order to minimize processing time. The measured accelerations
from an accelerometer are known to be very noisy and using raw data is not suitable. We
used moving average method with a window size of 5 frames to suppress noise and to
smooth the down sampled signal. We then compute the magnitude of 3D accelerations
and subtract gravity from it. Let ax, ay, and az be 3D accelerations from the lower trunk
sensor and g be the acceleration due to gravity, then the modified signal, â, is given as
â = ||axyz|| − ||g|| (3.1)
â =
√
ax2 + ay2 + az2 − ||g|| (3.2)
3.3.2 Time-Frequency Reassignment
In the second phase of our proposed algorithm, we analyze pre-processed magnitude of the
input signal in frequency domain to estimate time-frequency representations of the signal.
In this context, we use the Time-Frequency reassignment method proposed by [FF09].
A brief description of this method along with its usage in the context of our proposed
algorithm is given below.
Spectrograms, which are time-frequency representations of a signal, are a well known
way of analyzing time-varying signals such as accelerations of a non-rigid body. The
spectrogram of a signal can be estimated by squared magnitude of the short-time Fourier
transform (STFT) of the signal. To compute the STFT of the input signal, a moving win-
dow of fixed size is used. A trade-off of the fixed sized moving window, T, is that the
STFT can not resolve any event happening faster than T or slower than 1/T. An STFT
with a larger window size resolves frequency features better compromising on time fea-
tures. On the other hand, an STFT with shorter window size resolves time features better
compromising on frequency features.
A solution to address these trade-offs is to use the phase spectrum of the signal to
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Figure 3.2: Overview of the algorithm to estimate ground contacts from the lower
trunk sensor. The estimation algorithm analyzes input signal in frequency domain
in order to find dominant frequencies. Each dominant frequency is used to esti-
mate the time period of its sine wave and angular changes around x-axis, which
is in the direction of gravity, in this time period are analyzed to correctly detect
and classify ground contacts.
sharpen amplitude spectrum as proposed by [FF09]. The proposed scheme locates a signal
at the correct frequency or time with a higher resolution than the inherent FFT resolution
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trade-offs. The idea is to calculate instantaneous frequency (IF) in each FFT frequency
band by taking first time derivative of the STFT phase at frequency ω and time T. An IF,
simply speaking, is the instantaneous frequency of the dominant component at a particular
time and frequency. Similarly the local group delay (GD), also known as time delay, in
each FFT frequency band is calculated by taking first frequency derivative of the STFT








[arg(STFT (ω, T ))] (3.4)
where the function arg returns the phase angle of the transform. These local estimates
of instantaneous frequency and group delay are used to correct the time and frequency
coordinates of the spectral data, and map them back onto the true regions of support of
the input signal.
Due to the noisy nature of accelerations, a simple spectral analysis of the input signal
in frequency domain using STFT does not yield any significant information. For this
reason, we have used the Time-Frequency reassignment method presented by [FF09].
Their method is specific to audio and signal processing domain where signals have higher
frequencies. In our case, the signal frequency is ultra low e.g., the frequency of a normal
human walk is around 1.5-2Hz. However, by setting correct input parameters such as
window size, window overlap size, discrete Fourier transform analysis length (fftn) etc.,
the algorithm was successfully applied to signals with ultra-low frequencies. We have
used a window size of 25 frames (i.e. 1 second@25Hz sampling rate), a window overlap
size of 24 frames, and an fftn length of 512 frames.
From the time-frequency reassignment method, we get various frequencies in time
domain along with their intensity on a decibel scale. Since the reassignment method
finds the correct time and frequency coordinates of the spectral data, so the estimated
frequencies are grouped together around different time periods as shown in Figure 3.3.
We call these groups of frequencies clusters of frequencies. It is important to note that
for each acceleration cycle, we get exactly one cluster of frequencies and clusters are
separated by clear boundaries. Figure 3.3 shows results of an input signal when passed
through the Time-Frequency reassignment method. The input signal, which is magnitude
of 3D accelerations (gravity removed) from the lower trunk sensor, is shown in the top
image. Clusters of frequencies are detected around different time periods as shown in the
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Figure 3.3: An example of Time-Frequency reassignment of a signal. The top
image shows the input signal (magnitude of acceleration - gravity) from the lower
trunk sensor. The bottom image shows groups of frequencies (points) computed
by the Time-Frequency reassignment method. The color of each point indicates
the intensity of each frequency (blue to red⇒ low to high).
bottom image. The color of each point in the scatter diagram presents the intensity of
the detected frequency on a decibel scale (blue to red ⇒ low to high). For the sake of
clarity, we have excluded the third axis from the diagram which depict intensity of each
frequency.
3.3.3 Detection of Dominant Frequencies
In the detection of dominant frequencies phase, we start with clusters separation by using
two thresholds: one to define the minimum cluster size and the other one to define the
minimum distance between two clusters. We set the minimum size of a cluster to 100
frequency points detected by the time frequency reassignment method. Here, one point
refers to one isolated dominant frequency at a specific time frame. A cluster with less than
100 frequency points is discarded by considering it as noise. Such clusters usually appear
due to small accelerations e.g., during turn around (see Figure 3.3 around 1.58× 104ms).
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Similarly, we define minimum distance between two clusters as 50ms. This means
that two clusters must be at least 50ms apart from each other to be considered as separate
clusters. Any clusters which are not 50ms apart from each other are considered as a single
cluster. The values of these two thresholds are chosen by experimentation. After clusters
separation, a single dominant frequency in each cluster is chosen. This is achieved by
selecting a frequency with highest intensity in each cluster.
Figure 3.4: Ground contacts detection from normal human walk. Angular veloc-
ity around the x-axis (which is in the direction of gravity) is negative when left
foot swings and positive when right foot swings.
3.3.4 Estimation of Time Periods of Dominant Signals
In this phase, we estimate time periods of the dominant frequencies chosen in the previous
phase. The time periods give important information about when a movement is started (on
a time scale) and when one cycle of this movement is completed. For example, assume
that a dominant frequency of 2Hz is detected. This means that 2 cycles of movements were
carried out in one second. If the movement is started at t seconds then, the cycle of first
step will finish in t+1/2 seconds and the cycle of second step will finish in t+1 seconds.
We have used the same indirect relation between time periods of dominant signals and
walk cycles to detect walk steps. Let T be the desired time period of the signal and f be
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3.3.5 Ground Contacts Detection and Classification
The final step of our proposed algorithm is detection and classification of ground contacts.
From the estimated time periods of each dominant frequency, we exactly know the time
periods of each acceleration. However, we still do not know which leg generated which
acceleration. In this context, we analyze angular velocity in x-axis, which is in the di-
rection of gravity, to correctly classify an acceleration. It is important to note that in our
proposed algorithm we only consider such human movements in which the lower back is
straight and x-axis always remain in the direction of gravity. Figure 3.4 shows how the
angular velocity around x-axis behaves when left foot and right foot are accelerated. The
angular velocity around x-axis is positive when right foot is accelerated while left foot
is on stance. Similarly, the angular velocity around x-axis is negative when left foot is
accelerated and right foot is on stance. Let T be the time period of a dominant signal
estimated by equation (3.5), ωT be the average angular velocity around x-axis in T , then
left foot ground contact, gleft, and right foot ground contact, gright, are computed by the
following equations:
gleft =
 1 if ωT > 00 if ωT < 0 (3.6)
gright =
 1 if ωT < 00 if ωT > 0 (3.7)
Here a value of 1 indicates that the respective foot has a ground contact and a value
of 0 indicates that the respective foot has no ground contact.
Estimated ground contacts are classified into one of three categories: a) ground con-
tact, b) not a ground contact, and c) unreliable. It is important to note that our proposed
algorithm can classify several frames into unreliable. When a dominant frequency is
detected, the algorithm estimates ground contacts of all frames in only one cycle of the
dominant frequency. We call these frames as key frames where the reliability of the classi-
fied ground contacts is maximum. As soon as one cycle is completed, the algorithm waits
for detection of next dominant frequency. All frames during this wait state are not classi-
fied and treated as unreliable frames (e.g., see Figure 3.5 around 1.335−1.352×104ms).
In case of stationary human body during a wait state, the algorithm simply finds zero-
acceleration time periods and classify them into ground contacts (e.g., see Figure 3.5 after
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Figure 3.5: Results of estimation of ground contacts from the lower trunk sen-
sor. The input signal (the acceleration and the normalized angular velocity), the
ground truth for ground contacts, and estimated ground contacts are shown in
top, middle, and bottom images respectively. The black patches represent ‘ground
contact’, the white patches represent ‘not a ground contact’, and the gray patches
represent ‘unreliable’ frames.
1.641× 104ms). The algorithm, however, is not capable of distinguishing between single
stance and double stance in static postures and it classifies both feet on ground in such
cases. The idea of key frames means that it is possible to reconstruct visually appealing
motions with only few reliable ground contacts. In the results section (Section 3.5), we
will further prove this idea with experimental results. Analysis of the acceleration signals
in the frequency domain to find key frames has several advantages over a simple peaks
detection approach such as easier and less error prone decomposition of signals, better
time period estimates, and hence more accurate ground contacts estimates.
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Figure 3.5 shows the results of estimation of ground contacts from the accelerations of
the lower trunk sensor. The input signal (the acceleration and the normalized angular ve-
locity), the ground truth for ground contacts, and estimated ground contacts are shown in
top, middle, and bottom images respectively. The black patches represent ground contact,
the white patches represent not a ground contact, and the gray patches represent unreliable
frames. An estimated right foot ground contacts are seen around 1.2843−1.335×104ms.
Left foot is classified as not on ground in this time period. An unreliable state is estimated
around 1.335− 1.352× 104ms.
3.4 Motion Reconstruction from Accelerometers
and Ground Contact Information
In this section we discuss in detail our approach to reconstruct motion sequences on the
basis of accelerometer readings that are constrained with ground contact information.
3.4.1 Control Signals and Knowledge Base
Our motion synthesis technique can be controlled by input signals that can come from
various sensor setups. We consider two different types of sensor signals in this work.
First, accelerometer readings that measure 3D accelerations in a sensor coordinate frame.
We assume accelerations to be measured in SI units, thus, it is measured in m/s2. Second,
ground contact information: For each foot, the ground contacts signal has three values,
a true — indicating a ground contact, a false — indicating a no ground contact, and a
null — indicating an unreliable state. In the reconstruction process, the ground contact
information is only considered for such frames where ground contacts are reliable (i.e.
either true or false) and ignored otherwise.
We denote accelerometer readings at time twith αt and the ground contact state vector
with βt. The vector αt is of dimension 3×N , where N denotes the number of employed
sensors. In contrast the vector βt of ground contacts is two dimensional.
Throughout this work we distinguish between real accelerometer data, captured by
XSens MTx [Xse14] devices and virtual data. The virtual sensors are placed on the limbs
in the same way as the real sensors in our simulation. Positions of these sensors are
computed using forward kinematics. Accelerations in the global coordinate frame are
obtained by computing the second time derivatives. After adding accelerations due to
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Figure 3.6: Comparison between the results of measured MTx data and simulated
accelerometer data obtained from C3D marker data and a skeletal joint position.
The magnitudes of simulated accelerometer data on a left wrist marker, the left
wrist joint, and a MTx sensor attached to the left wrist marker are given for the
motion HDM08 it 03 01 are given. Using hand annotations ground contacts of
the left foot are marked in yellow, of the right foot in green.
gravity we obtain the simulated signal by transforming the global accelerations to the
virtual sensors local system.
As shown by Tautges et al. [TZK+11], the results of virtual sensors and real sensor
readings coincide quite well, and reconstruction results can be reliably estimated by vir-
tual sensor data. However, for purposes like ground contact estimation the data of the
virtual sensors might differ significantly. In Figure 3.6 we give a comparison between the
results of measured MTx data and virtual accelerometer data obtained from C3D marker
data and a skeletal segment position.
For real sensors data, ground contacts are estimated using the method proposed in
section 3.3. We employ a motion capture database as a knowledge base for the recon-
struction process. In the knowledge base, 86.42% of the frames are manually annotated
for ground contacts by several annotators. A high quality of the annotations is guaranteed
by performing a voting on the annotations of six annotators. The remaining frames are
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annotated by a heuristic algorithm, which identifies ground contacts by detecting local
minima of the foot velocity and proximity to the ground. We assume the ground contact
information in the knowledge is accurate and reliable.
3.4.2 Ground Contact Constrained Motion Retrieval
Due to the ambiguity in acceleration data the search for similar poses in a huge mo-
tion database on the basis of pure accelerometer readings is a hard problem. Tautges et
al. [TZK+11] replaced the frame-wise knn-search with a search for a sequence of similar
readings within a window of successive frames to resolve for ambiguity. Although their
procedure works well in the setup with four motion sensors, it does not give the desired
results if applied to a more sparse sensor setup directly. To tackle this problem, we pro-
pose to constrain the windowed nearest neighbor search on the basis of the ground contact
information.
In our sparse sensors setup, we do not have any direct control inputs from lower
extremities. However, we rely on the control input from the lower trunk sensor in order
to detect ground contacts. The ground contact information is used to perform windowed
nearest neighbor search. In the reconstruction process, we additionally use accelerations
from both wrists and from the lower trunk.
Let us assume that the control input consists of a continuous stream of sensor accel-
erations (. . . ,αt−2,αt−1,αt, . . .) and ground contacts (. . . ,βt−2,βt−1,βt, . . .), where
αt and βt denote the accelerations and ground contacts at time t, and our goal is to find
the poses that match the actual pose and ground contacts at time t.
In order to perform a windowed nearest neighbor search, we consider the current M
sensor readings (αt−M+1, . . . ,αt) and ground contacts (βt−M+1, . . . ,βt) for a fixed
number M ∈ N. Let K be the number of locally nearest neighbors, and let St be
the set of indices representing the K nearest neighbors of αt, we search for K nearest
neighbors using kd-tree based nearest neighbors search method as proposed by Kru¨ger
et al. [KTWZ10]. These K nearest neighbors are used to build the nodes of the OLNG
as proposed by Tautges et al. [TZK+11]. The nodes can be represented by an M × K
array, where the mth column, m ∈ [1 : M ], corresponds to the sorted set St−m+1gc (see
Figure 3.7a for an illustration). Our goal is now to identify a subset of Stgc that is reliable
enough to build a local statistical model of poses and matches the ground contacts at time
t.
In the update process, instead of selecting all nodes with minimal costs as in OLNG,



















Figure 3.7: A toy example of the implementation of the Ground Contact Con-
strained Motion Retrieval with M = 4 and K nearest neighbors. Each vertical
column corresponds to the K nearest neighbors (each neighbor indicated by a
circle) of a sensor reading αt−m+1 and ground contacts βt−m+1, m ∈ [1 : M ].
The dark yellow column represents the K nearest neighbors that have been cur-
rently retrieved. The white circles represent the nodes which are covered by the
path while the gray circles represent the nodes which have been discarded. In (b),
ground contacts are composed of left foot ground contacts (left column patches)
and right foot ground contacts (right column patches). The black patches repre-
sent ‘ground contact’, the white patches represent ‘not a ground contact’.
we use ground contact information to restrict nodes selection. We name this approach as
Ground Contact Constrained Motion Retrieval (GCCMR). Keeping in mind the concept
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of key frames we used in estimation of ground contacts from the lower trunk sensor (see
Section 3.3), ground contacts are only compared if the ground contact information of
the input frame is reliable. For reliable ground contacts, we compare them and only
matching nodes are considered regardless of their cost. All nodes with non-matching
ground contacts are discarded in this phase, regardless of their costs. On the other hand, if
the ground contact information of the input frame is not reliable, we do not match ground
contacts and consider costs of the nodes, same as OLNG, and nodes with lowest costs are
selected. All high cost nodes are hence discarded in this phase.
For inputs with reliable ground contacts, the update process is explained as follows.
Since we have ground contact information in the knowledge base, which are directly
comparable with the control input (. . . ,βt−2,βt−1,βt, . . .), we can make a ground con-
tacts comparison when adding new nodes to the graph. Suppose that the graph has been
constructed for the readings (αt−M+1, . . . ,αt) and that for each node in Stgc we have
identified the path with lowest costs leading there. Now a new reading αt+1 arrives, the
K nearest neighbors are retrieved (using the kd-tree) and stored in St+1. For each new
node, βt+1, if the ground contact information of αt+1 is reliable, it is first compared with
the ground contacts, see Figure 3.7b. If the ground contact is not matched for either one
of the two feet, the new node is removed from St+1. In this way, the nodes that have
similar wrist accelerometer readings but mismatching ground contacts are not added to
the GCCMR, see Figure 3.7d. Thus, St+1gc has less elements than S
t+1 which results in
faster computation times for path construction and corresponding cost updates.
3.4.3 Motion Reconstruction
We formulate the pose synthesis per frame as an energy optimization problem following
one of the standard approaches in data-driven motion synthesis. We use the same energy
function as introduced by Tautges et al. [TZK+11]:
qbest = argmin
q
(wprior · Eprior(q) + wcontr · Econtr(q)). (3.8)
This energy function consists of two components: a data-driven prior term and a control
term ensuring that the resulting motion corresponds to the actual sensor readings. The
prior model consists of three different components: a) a pose prior, which characterizes
the probability of a pose with respect to the distribution in pose space, b) a motion prior,
which computes the likelihood of a pose considering the temporal evolution of a motion.
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c) a smoothness prior to reduce jerkiness.
Table 3.1: Results of ground contacts estimation from the lower trunk sensor. Two
different aspects of the algorithm are tested: accuracy of walk steps classification and
quantitative frame by frame detection of ground contacts for each foot.



















Normal Walk 120 90.0 83.0 741 666 89.9 744 615 82.7
Circular Walk 90 80.0 60.0 414 321 77.5 432 267 61.8
Sideways Walk 60 90.0 50.0 408 219 53.7 417 162 38.8
Walk & Wave 84 85.7 71.5 402 327 81.3 399 327 82.0
Walk & Greet 72 91.7 83.3 510 312 61.2 495 396 80.0
Walk Forwar
& Backward
60 93.3 86.7 420 183 81.6 414 201 79.2
March with
Wide Arms
60 93.3 90.0 432 384 88.9 432 375 86.8
Average – 89.1 74.9 – – 76.3 – – 73.0
3.5 Results
The proposed methodology has been extensively tested under different criteria. We have
carried out a number of experiments on both simulated sensors data and real sensors data.
In this section, we will explain our findings in detail.
Our presented approach, which requires accelerations from both wrists and a lower
trunk, and ground contacts as input, is directly comparable with the approach proposed
by Tautges et al. [TZK+11], which requires four control inputs — accelerations of both
wrists and both ankles. For the sake of comparison, the experimental setup has been kept
same in all experiments.
We have grouped the results into three subsections, which are directly related to our
three contributions mentioned in Section 3.1. In the first subsection, we discuss results
of ground contacts estimation from the lower trunk sensor. In the second subsection, we
present motion reconstruction results of several experiments, in which virtual accelera-
tions are used as input. This includes effects of size and diversity of knowledge base
on reconstruction, effect of window size on reconstruction, and how reconstruction er-
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ror changes with different sensor setups. In the third subsection, the results from real
accelerations and ground contacts are discussed.
3.5.1 Ground Contacts Estimation from Lower Trunk Sensor
We have tested our proposed algorithm with several different types of motions. All mo-
tions are performed by three different actors; two males and one female. For ground truths
we have used Sensor Insole by Moticon [Mot14]. It is a fully integrated sensor which is
placed as an insole inside a shoe. It is a wireless sensor consisting of 13 pressure sensors
and an accelerometer, which can measure pressure data and acceleration of the foot. The
pressure data from this sensor is used as a ground truth for a quantitative comparison.
The proposed algorithm has been tested in two different aspects. Firstly, we are in-
terested to see how accurately the algorithm can detect walk steps. In this case, we are
only interested to find a single key-frame of ground contact for each step. Secondly, for
how many frames the algorithm can accurately detect ground contacts for each foot. To
achieve this, a frame to frame comparison with the ground truth data is carried out.
The results of both aspects of testing are given in Table 3.1. The results under column
walk steps correspond to the first aspect. The detection rate of foot ground contacts (under
column Detection Rate) is around 89% on average. However, the classification of ground
contact into left or right foot ground contact is much lower, around 75%. This is due
to the fact that the algorithm relies on the angular velocities around the x-axis, which are
known to be very noisy and hence have direct impact on classification. Also, the algorithm
assumes that the angular velocities around the x-axis is always in the direction of gravity,
but for certain motions such as circular walk this is not the case. The classification results
are degraded for motions like sideways walk because the rotation of the hips is not around
x-axis.
The results of the second aspect, finding number of frames with accurate ground con-
tacts, are presented in last six columns of Table 3.1. The average classification rate of
right foot ground contacts is 76.3% and the average classification rate of left foot ground
contacts is 73.0%. The algorithm performed best in normal walk and worst in sideways
walk, as expected. Another interesting observation is that the classification rate of both
feet does not match with each other in any motion. This is due to the fact that in the detec-
tion of dominant frequency phase of our algorithm, there are many candidate frequencies.
We choose one which has highest intensity, however, it is possible that the time period of
the chosen frequency do not exactly match with the acceleration. Such an offset, which
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can be of several milliseconds, effects the overall classification rate.
In summary, our proposed algorithm is better in detecting ground contacts (around
89%) and degrades when classifying ground contacts into left or right foot ground con-
tacts. The numbers do not look impressive, however, we still see visually appealing re-
construction results. Our concept of using key frames implies preferring reliability over
quantity. This means that even a lower number of accurately classified ground contacts
can greatly improve overall reconstruction. The reconstruction results of our proposed
algorithm prove that visually appealing reconstruction is possible with key frames.
3.5.2 Motion Reconstruction from Virtual Accelerations and
Ground Contacts
We have tested our proposed algorithm in several experimental setups using virtual wrists
and lower trunk accelerations, and ground contacts as input data. In this subsection, we
will discuss our findings both quantitatively and qualitatively.
3.5.2.1 Experimental setup and test data
The knowledge base of the following experiments is composed of motion clips taken from
the publicly available motion database HDM05 [MRC+07]. The motions in the database
were performed by five different actors, referred to by their initials (bd, bk, dg, mm, tr).
Accordingly, we use the following naming pattern to denote different knowledge bases:
HDM {actor} {part}-{scene} {take} {framerate}.
The asterisks are used as wild-cards to represent any possible value of that field. “M” is
used to represent mirrored motions (switching the left and right side of the actor). For
example, the knowledge base HDM bd 01-** ** 25M represents all motion clips from
Part 1 of the HDM05 database performed by the actor bd, together with their mirrored
copies, down sampled to 25Hz.
In all of the following experiments the accelerometer data was obtained by simulat-
ing virtual sensors using a set of test motions also obtained from the HDM05 database.
The ground contacts were retrieved from the annotations of the same test motions. The
actual test motion itself was never included in the knowledge base. Three different sce-
narios were defined by whether the actor of the considered test motion was included in
the knowledge base or not.
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• DB1: All motions of five actors contained in the HDM05 database together with
mirrored copies.
• DB2: A subset of DB1, contains motions of the actor to be reconstructed.
• DB3: A subset of DB1 without motions of the actor to be reconstructed.
3.5.2.2 Size and diversity of the knowledge base.
In this experiment, we analyzed how the size and diversity of the knowledge base influ-
ences the motion reconstruction quality using our approach. Five sets of test motions (one
for each actor) were created. Each motion contains six motion clips from Part 1 of the
HDM05. We chose motion clips of HDM ** 01-** 02 for every actor and every motion
class as our test motions. We composed a set of 18 different knowledge bases, which
are of different size and diversity and reflecting all the three scenarios. We then recon-
structed all test motions of every actor using the 18 different knowledge bases reflecting
the previously described scenarios.
The reconstructed motions were compared to the original test motions using the Root
Square Mean (RMS) error of joint positions. The average reconstruction errors are shown
in Figure 3.8. The columns give the name of the knowledge base, the scenarios, the size
of the knowledge base (with average numbers of frames), and the color-coded averaged
RMS errors for each actor of the reconstructed motions.
The results further prove the following three facts:
• When the motions of the actor to be reconstructed are contained in the knowl-
edge base, the reconstruction quality will be significantly improved (scenario 1 and
2). This can directly be seen by the prominent blue diagonals in Figure 3.8 (a)
and 3.8 (c) representing scenario 2. In Figure 3.8 (a) and (c), all diagonal entries
present scenario DB2 where motions of the actor to be reconstructed are included.
Similarly, all non-diagonal entries present scenario DB3 where motions of the actor
to be reconstructed are excluded.
• When knowledge base becomes larger and less homogeneous, the reconstruction
quality only slightly decreases. This can be seen by comparing rows corresponding
to same scenarios in Figure 3.8 (b) and 3.8 (d).
• Increasing the diversity has a higher influence on the results than a mere inflation
of the knowledge base, see the results of actor mm.
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bd bk dg mm tr
HDM_bd_01-**_**_25 DB 2,3 22185
HDM_bk_01-**_**_25 DB 2,3 23568
HDM_dg_01-**_**_25 DB 2,3 18218
HDM_mm_01-**_**_25 DB 2,3 16290
HDM_tr_01-**_**_25 DB 2,3 15505
HDM_**_01-**_**_25 DB 3 76613
HDM_**_01-**_**_25 DB 1 95766
HDM_**_01-**_**_25M DB 3 153230
HDM_**_01-**_**_25M DB 1 191532
HDM_bd_**-**_**_25 DB 2,3 53770
HDM_bk_**-**_**_25 DB 2,3 68957
HDM_dg_**-**_**_25 DB 2,3 47814
HDM_mm_**-**_**_25 DB 2,3 55452
HDM_tr_**-**_**_25 DB 2,3 53066
HDM_**_**-**_**_25 DB 3 223250
HDM_**_**-**_**_25 DB 1 279059
HDM_**_**-**_**_25M  DB 3 446490








Figure 3.8: Average reconstruction error for different sets of knowledge base and
different actors to be reconstructed.
A comparison with one of the existing methods is presented in Figure 3.9. We have
chosen all motions of actor dg as test cases. It is observable that the average reconstruction
error of our proposed method is much smaller in most cases such as motions 3, 7, 9, 12, 16,
and 18. In some cases (such as motion#3, motion#12), the average reconstruction error of
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of average reconstruction error between proposed
method and the OLNG method. The average reconstruction error is much smaller
in motions 3, 7, 9, 12, 16, and 18. The average reconstruction error difference is
up-to 1.39cm in certain motions such as motions 3 and 12.
our proposed method is up to 1.39cm less than OLNG method. From these results, we can
safely conclude that our proposed method, which uses only three input sensors and ground
contacts, either outperforms the OLNG method proposed by Tautges et al. [TZK+11],
which uses four input sensors, or produces almost same results.
Figure 3.10 shows a comparison of average reconstruction error between the proposed
method, the original OLNG method, and the OLNG method with ground contacts. Our
proposed method produces lower average reconstruction error than the original OLNG
method in all three scenarios. The OLNG method with ground contacts (i.e. 4 sensors
+ ground contacts) performs better than our proposed method (with 3 sensors + ground
contacts) in DB1 and DB3. However, it is important to note that we have extended the
original OLNG method to incorporate ground contacts for the sake of comparison only.
This variant of the OLNG algorithm is new and it does not exist in the original article.
Moreover, this further proves our idea that the use of ground contacts in full body motion
reconstruction produces better results by minimizing average reconstruction error.
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Figure 3.10: A comparison of average reconstruction error between the proposed
method, the original OLNG method, and the OLNG method with ground con-
tacts. Our proposed method produces lower average reconstruction error than
the original OLNG method in all three scenarios. The extended OLNG method
with ground contacts (i.e. 4 sensors + ground contacts) performs better than the
proposed method (3 sensors + ground contacts) in DB1 and DB3.
3.5.2.3 Window size
As mentioned in section 3.4.2, the window size, M , is used to retrieve paths in the up-
dating process. It is an important parameter which will affect the motion reconstruction
quality of our method. Thus, we evaluate the average reconstruction error by incremen-
tally increasing the value of M from 3 to 50 using different knowledge bases (DB1, DB2,
DB3). Figure 3.11a shows the reconstruction results using M different window sizes. As
can be seen, the minimum reconstruction error is obtained when using the window size of
13 frames, which corresponds to half a second at a sampling rate of 25 frames per second.
A comparison of the reconstruction error of proposed method and the OLNG method is
shown in Figure 3.11b, where M = 13. It can be seen that in all the three scenarios, our
method produces better results as compared to the OLNG method.
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Figure 3.11: a) Influence of the window size M of the proposed method. b)
presents a comparison of average reconstruction error between proposed method
(blue) and the OLNG method (red) under different scenarios, where M = 13.
3.5.2.4 Tests with different sensor setups
Since ground contacts serve as an additional control input in our approach, it is important
to evaluate how the number and placing of sensors affect the reconstruction quality when










B 1 [2 3]
C 0 [3 4]
D 1 [2 3 4]
E 0 [3 4 5]
F 1 [2 3 5]
G 1 [2 3 4 5]
H 2 [1 2 3 4]
Table 3.2: Different sensor setups





























Figure 3.12: The average reconstruction error on different sensors setup.
using the ground contacts. In the experiment we reduce the number of ankle sensors to 1 or
even to 0 (e.g., A–G in Table 3.2). Figure 3.12 shows the average reconstruction error for
these different sensor setups. As can be seen from the figure, additional sensors improve
the reconstruction quality as less information needs to be inferred from the knowledge
base, especially when the ground contacts are presented. It is observed that when more
than two sensors are used, the reconstruction quality is substantially improved (see sensor
setup D–H), particularly when the trunk sensor is used (comparing D with F, and G with
H). This is because the trunk sensor could help to discriminate same motions of the hands
and feet (like walking and walking with a bending trunk). On the other hand, when
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the sensors become more sparse (e.g., less than three), more errors will be introduced
as expected. Notice that setup H corresponds to the standard setup used by Tautges et
al. [TZK+11] enhanced with ground contact information, whereas setup E corresponds
to our standard setup. Thus, it can be concluded that when using the three sensors and
ground contacts, the best sensor setup for three sensors is E. Same results were observed
by Kim et al. [KSL13] for three sensors setup without ground contacts.




























Figure 3.13: Influence of the size of chosen best candidate poses on reconstruc-
tion. Lowest average reconstruction error is seen for a size of 64 best candidate
poses.
3.5.2.5 Best pose candidates size
The best pose candidates are a few selected poses from the nearest neighbor search set,
which are further processed to choose the best pose. The number of selected poses has a
direct effect on both reconstruction errors and processing time. A smaller number min-
imizes processing time compromising on reconstruction quality i.e. produces higher re-
construction errors. Similarly, a larger number minimizes reconstruction errors but re-
quires more processing time. Hence, it is important to choose an optimal size of best
pose candidates which takes reasonable processing time and keeps reconstruction error to
minimum.
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Figure 3.14: Results of reconstruction of a cartwheel motion showing 8 selected
frames. The red skeleton represents the ground truth, the green skeleton repre-
sents the reconstructed motion using the OLNG method, and the blue skeleton
represents the reconstructed motion using the proposed method. Visually appeal-
ing reconstruction results can be observed especially in 2nd and 3rd rows where
the OLNG method fails.
In order to choose an optimal number, we have performed several experiments with
different sizes of best pose candidates. In this context, we have chosen all motions of
actor dg as a test case and performed experiments with DB1, DB2 and DB3. The results
are presented in Figure 3.13. From the graph, it is observable that the average recon-
struction error is minimum for a size of 64 for all three knowledge bases. The average
reconstruction error increases for all other sizes.
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Figure 3.15: Examples of reconstructed motions showing 3 frames for each mo-
tion. The red skeleton represents the ground truth, the green skeleton represents
the reconstructed motion using the OLNG method, and the blue skeleton repre-
sents the reconstructed motion using the proposed method. Different motions in-
clude (from top to bottom): 1) jumping on right leg, 2) jumping on both legs,
3) climbing stairs, 4) jumping jacks. The reconstruction results of our proposed
method are comparatively better than the OLNG method in several motions such
as jumping on right leg, climbing stairs etc.
3.5.2.6 Qualitative Comparison
In order to qualitatively evaluate the motions reconstructed using the proposed method,
we compare them with the original motions, which are considered as ground truth. In this
context we choose, several different types of motions, both simple and complex, in order
to show the strength of our algorithm. Figure 3.14 shows the reconstruction results of a
special motion — cartwheel motion — which could not be well reconstructed by the exist-
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Figure 3.16: Further examples of reconstructed motions showing 3 frames for
each motion. The red skeleton represents the ground truth, the green skeleton rep-
resents the reconstructed motion using the OLNG method, and the blue skeleton
represents the reconstructed motion using the proposed method. Different motions
include (from top to bottom): 1) skiing exercise, 2) elbow-to-knee exercise, and
3) squats. The reconstruction results of our proposed method are comparatively
better than the OLNG method in several motions such as skiing, elbow-to-knee
exercise etc.
ing methods because it involves drastic acceleration changes and noise. The red skeleton
represents the ground truth, the green skeleton represents the reconstructed motion using
the OLNG method, and the blue skeleton represents the reconstructed motion using the
proposed method. Eight selected frames of the motion are shown. Visually appealing re-
construction results can be seen especially in 2nd and 3rd rows where the OLNG method
fails. It is observable that our proposed method can successfully reconstruct complex mo-
tions such as cartwheel as well. Figure 3.15 shows the snapshots of several reconstructed
motions including (from top to bottom): 1) jumping on right leg, 2) jumping on both legs,
3) climbing stairs, 4) jumping jacks. Figure 3.16 shows further snapshots of several re-
constructed motions including (from top to bottom): 1) skiing exercise, 2) elbow-to-knee
exercise, and 3) squats. The red skeleton represents the ground truth, the green skeleton
represents the reconstructed motion using the OLNG method, and the blue skeleton repre-
sents the reconstructed motion using the proposed method. Three different frames of each
motion are shown. The reconstruction results of our proposed method are comparatively
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better than the OLNG method in several motions such as jumping on right leg, climbing
stairs, skiing, elbow-to-knee exercise etc. All motions presented in Figures 3.14, 3.15,
and 3.16 are reconstructed using known ground contacts. Our proposed ground contacts
estimation method cannot reliably estimate ground contacts for such motions.
3.5.3 Motion Reconstruction From Real Accelerations and
Ground Contacts
In this subsection we will present results of our testing with real wrists and lower trunk
accelerations, and ground contact data. We have performed several experiments in an
indoor environment with three actors. The ground contacts are estimated from the lower
trunk sensor using our proposed algorithm explained in section 3.3.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.17: Examples of motion reconstruction from real wrist accelerations
and ground contact data. a) Normal walk, b) Sideways walk.
A number of different locomotive activities such as variations of walking, waving,
greeting, running etc were perform by different actors (see Table 3.1). Since all experi-
ments are performed in a non-lab environment without any motion capture system, so a
quantitative comparison is not possible. Therefore, we only provide qualitative compari-
son of reconstruction results as shown in Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18 and in the accom-
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.18: Further examples of motion reconstruction from real wrist acceler-
ations and ground contact data. a) Walk and wave right hand, b) Run.
panying video. For each motion, an image of a selected frame and reconstructed motion
of that frame are shown. Here, we provide examples of 4 different variants of locomotion
with different accelerations: Figure 3.17a) normal walk, Figure 3.17b) sideways walk,
Figure 3.18a) walk and wave with right hand, and Figure 3.18b) running. From these
examples, one can clearly see that it is possible to reconstruct visually appealing motions
with our proposed method.
3.5.3.1 Runtime
Our proposed method is computationally less costly as compared to the OLNG method
presented by Tautges et al. [TZK+11]. This is due to the fact that our proposed algorithm
effectively removes many nearest neighbors based on ground contact information. Also,
our proposed algorithm requires only 64 best candidate poses, which reduces processing
time significantly. Table 3.3 shows runtime comparison between the two methods. In
the pre-processing step, the proposed method is used to estimate ground contacts for all
motions presented in Table 3.1. The method took 3573ms to process 6660 frames (≈
@1864 frames per second). Substantial difference in energy minimization step can be
seen in our proposed method where for each frame, our proposed method is 4.75 times
faster than the OLNG method. Overall, our proposed algorithm is 2.79 times faster than
the OLNG method. Following configuration was used for our proposed method: DB1
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Table 3.3: A comparison of run times for different components of reconstruction pipeline
between OLNG Method and our proposed method. Substantial difference in energy mini-
mization step can be seen in our proposed method.
OLNG Method Proposed Method
Pre-processing
Ground contacts estimation (trunk sensor) – 3 573ms
kd-tree construction 1 390ms 1 390ms
Motion reconstruction
NN search (using kd-tree) 51ms 51ms
Update phase 12ms 28ms
Energy minimization 380ms 80ms
with N ≈ 6 · 105, K = 4096, I = 64. The algorithm was executed on a Core i7 @
3.07 GHz system on a single thread of Matlab.

4
Estimation of Gender, Height, and Age
from Recordings of One Step by a
Single Inertial Sensor
A number of previous works have shown that information about a subject is encoded in
its sparse kinematic data such as the one revealed by so called point light walkers. In this
chapter, we are investigating whether it is possible to extend the concept of point light
walkers from recordings of one step by an inertial sensor attached at a single body lo-
cation. For this purpose, we recorded accelerations and angular velocities of 26 subjects
using integrated measurement units attached at four locations (chest, lower back, right
wrist and left ankle) when performing standardized gait tasks. The collected data where
segmented into individual walking steps. We trained random forest classifiers in order to
estimate soft biometrics (gender, height, and age). We applied two different validation
methods to the process, 10-fold cross validation and subject-wise cross validation. For
all three classification tasks we achieve high accuracy values for all four sensor locations.
From these results we can conclude that the data of a single walking step (6D: accelera-
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tions and angular velocities) allow for a robust estimation of gender, height, and age of a
person.
4.1 Background
Sparse representation of human motions has been investigated for some decades now. It
is well-known that representation of human motion by point light displays and similar
concepts (e. g. point light walker [Joh73, Tro02]) contain detailed information on several
aspects of motions and their initiators.
Over the years, the possibilities to identify certain parameters characterizing given
motions have been explored. On the one hand, it is possible to discover information about
the displayed motions as such. In the field of action recognition, it has been shown that
estimation of poses and skeletons from video and motion capture data allows for recogni-
tion and analysis of human movement (Lv et al. [LN07], Junejo et al. [JDLP11], Barna-
chon et al. [BBBG14], Oshin et al. [OGB14]). The survey of vision-based human motion
capture by Moeslund et al. [MHK06] discusses the advances and application of motion-
capture related techniques for tracking, pose estimation and recognition of movement.
Recognition of motion patterns from video data can be achieved by machine learning ap-
proaches exploiting local space-time features (e. g. for SVM-based methods, Schu¨ldt et
al. [SLC04]). On the other hand, information on kinematics properties of living beings
or animated objects can be detected by analyzing representations of motions. This can be
done using motion capture data from passive or active devices as well as contact forces
measurements (Venture et al. [VAN08], Kirk et al. [KOF05]).
More recently, the market for wearable devices has virtually exploded (Liew et
al. [LWS+15], Son et al. [SLQ+14]). The sheer number of devices [TLZF12] reflects that
there are numerous methods to capture and analyze human motion in a relatively new field
of application associated with ubiquitous computing. Even though information acquired
by such devices may be less accurate than information acquired by modern motion cap-
ture systems (Le Masurier et al. [LMTL03], Foster et al. [FLFM+05]), it has been shown
that reconstruction of motion from extremely sparse sensor setups is possible in practice
(Tautges et al. [TZK+11], Riaz et al. [RTKW15]). This indicates that data collected using
tri-axial accelerometers are suitable for classification tasks, e. g. associated with social
actions (Hung et al. [HEK13]), general everyday activities (Parkka et al. [PEK+06], Jean-
Baptiste et al. [JNP+14], Dijkstra et al. [DKZ10]) or repetitive physical exercises (Morris
et al. [MSGK14]).
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We investigated if data from a single wearable sensor can reveal similar informa-
tion about the moving subject as motion capture data in the sense of the above-quoted
([Joh73, Tro02]). We focus on classification of gender, age and height defining exemplary
inertial properties of moving subjects. Our experiments show that it is indeed possible to
classify and thereby estimate such properties. Our method is able to process representa-
tions of single steps recorded by one accelerometer (as opposed to longer data sequences,
Neugebauer et al. [NHB12]). In sum, our method is able to recover soft biometrics infor-
mation with high accuracy consistently over various sensor positions. Since the classifi-
cation task depends on the chosen feature sets, we further investigated this by evaluating
the role of different possible feature sets in the classification.
Modern machine learning techniques like decision trees can target pattern recogni-
tion and prediction tasks based on many different representations of motion (Brand et
al. [BOP97], Bao et al. [BI04], Kwapisz et al. [KWM11]). We used random forests, a
learning method based on the construction of multiple decision trees which can be used for
classification as well as regression tasks. While learning predictive models by using de-
cision trees on their own may result in over-fitting to a training set (Phan et al. [Pha14a]),
random forests are less prone to this problem. For an overview of random forests, refer to
the works of Breimann [Bre01] or Liaw and Wiener [LW02].
Table 4.1: Characteristics of the study population including age, sex, and height.




Age (y, mean, ±SD) 48.1±12.7
Female Participants 14
Male Participants 12
Height (cm, ±SD) 174±10.2
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4.2 Materials and Methods
4.2.1 Participants’ Consents
All participants were informed in detail about the purpose of the study, the nature of the
experiments, types of data to be recorded, and data privacy policy. The subjects were
aware that they were taking part in experiments where a number of biometric and kine-
matics properties were monitored. The main focus of the study was communicated to the
subjects during their progress over the course of the training by the specialists of Gokhale
Method Institute [Met15]. Each willing participant was asked to fill in the data collection
form with personal details including full name, sex, age, and height.
4.2.2 Population Characteristics and Sampling
The participants were selected during a gait and posture training program conducted in
July of 2014 by the specialists of Gokhale Method Institute. They use special gait and
posture training methods to help regain the structural integrity of the body. The training
program consisted of six 90-minute training sessions. The study population consisted of
a total of 26 adults with a male to female ratio of 12:14 and an average age of 48.1 years
(σ = ±12.7). The average height of the participants was recorded at 174cm (σ = ±10.2).
The characteristics of the study population are shown in Table 4.1.
A k-fold cross validation model (chosen value of k=10) was used to compute clas-
sification accuracy of the classifier. In k-fold cross validation, original sample data are
randomly partitioned into k equally sized sub-samples or folds. Out of the k folds, k-1
folds are used for training and the left-out fold is used for validation. The cross validation
process is repeated k times and each of the k folds is used exactly once for validation.
For sampling, the stratified sampling method [SS03] is used to divide the population into
training and test data sets.
A subject-wise cross validation model was also employed to compute classification
accuracy of each participant against others. Subject-wise cross validation is a special
variant of leave-one-out cross validation in which instead of leaving one sample out for
validation, all samples of one participant are left out for validation. For n participants
(n=26, in our case), all samples of n-1 participants are used for training and all samples
of the left-out participant are used for testing. The cross validation process is repeated n
times in order to validate each participant exactly once against the rest. Unlike 10-fold
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cross validation, the number of samples in each fold are not equal in subject-wise cross
validation. This is due to the difference in the step length of each subject. Subjects with
shorter step length have more steps that the others.
Table 4.2: Standardized gait tasks. Experiments were performed on different
surfaces with and without shoes as shown here. For each participant, 9 different
recording sessions were carried out in total.
4x10-meter Straight Walk
Hard Surface Soft Surface





Table 4.3: Technical specifications of the APDM Opal IMU.
Accelerometer Gyroscope Magnetometer
Axes 3 axes 3 axes 3 axes








Sample Rate 1280 Hz 1280 Hz 1280 Hz
Output Rate 20 to 128 Hz 20 to 128 Hz 20 to 128 Hz
Bandwidth 50 Hz 50 Hz 50 Hz
Resolution 14 bits 14 bits 14 bits
4.2.3 Standardized Gait Tasks
The gait task consisted of a 10-meter straight walk from a starting point, turn-around, and
walk back to the starting point. Participants were asked to walk in their natural manner and
to repeat the gait task two times resulting in a 4x10-meter walk. Three different types of
experiments were performed: 1) walking on hard surface (concrete floor) with shoes on,
2) walking on hard surface (concrete floor) with bare feet, and 3) walking on a soft surface
(exercise mattress) with bare feet. Data were recorded during three different stages of the
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training course: a) at the start of the training (before 1st session), b) in the middle of the
training (after 3rd session), and c) at the end of the training (after 6th session). Hence, for
















Figure 4.1: Placement of four APDM Opal IMUs on different body parts. The
sensors were placed on four different locations: a) left ankle, b) right wrist, c)
lower back, and d) chest.
4.2.4 Sensor Placement and Data Collection
A set of four APDM Opal wireless inertial measurement units [Opa15] were used to
record accelerations and angular velocities. An APDM Opal IMU consists of a triad of
three accelerometers and three gyroscopes. The technical specifications of the sensor
are given in Table 4.3. The sensors were tightly attached to different body parts using
adjustable elastic straps. We were particularly interested in the inertial measurements of
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four different body parts: a) chest, b) lower back, c) right wrist, and d) left ankle. The
sensor placement at each body part is shown in Figure 4.1.
4.2.5 Pre-processing
The output sampling rate of an APDM Opal IMU sensor is adjustable between 20 and 128
Hz. In our experiments, an output sampling rate of 128 Hz was chosen. Due to the noisy
nature of the acceleration measurements, raw data were pre-processed to suppress noise.
To this end, we used moving average method with a window size of 9 frames to smooth
the raw signal and suppress noise.

















Figure 4.2: The pre-processed input signal from the x-axis of the accelerometer
attached to the lower back and an extracted single step are shown. Detected
valleys are highlighted with©.
4.2.6 Signal Decomposition
The input signal consists of a long sequence of steps which is segmented into single steps
in order to extract features. A simple approach to decompose a long sequence of steps into
single steps is by means of peaks and valleys detection [LZD+12, DNBB10, Zij04]. In
this approach, peaks are detected by finding local maxima whereas valleys are detected by
finding local minima. Detection of false peaks is minimized by using two threshold: ∆d
and ∆h. The ∆d is used to define the minimum distance between two peaks and the ∆h is
used to define the minimum height of the peak. We have used the same approach to detect
peaks and valleys from the input signal. The values of the two thresholds are chosen by
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experimentation. The valleys are then used to cut the input signal into individual steps.
Peaks and valleys are only detected in the x-axis of the acceleration signal and are used
to decompose y and z axes of acceleration and all axes of gyroscope. This approach
makes sure that the length of the individual step is consistent in all axes of acceleration
and gyroscope. Figure 4.2 presents the pre-processed input signal from the x-axis of the
IMU’s accelerometer attached to the lower back. The detected valleys, highlighted with
circles (©), are also shown.
Table 4.4: Description of the extracted features for each step from the accelerom-
eter (A) and/or the gyroscope (G). For each step, 56 features from the time and
frequency domains are computed.
Feature Name Sensor Axis Total Description
Step Length A x 1 Total number of frames
Step Duration (s) A x 1 Step duration in seconds
Average A, G x, y, z 6 Mean value of the step
Standard Deviation A, G x, y, z 6 σ of the step
Minimum A, G x, y, z 6 Global minimum of the step
Maximum A, G x, y, z 6 Global maximum of the step
Root Mean Square A, G x, y, z 6 RMS value of the step










Signal Energy A, G x, y, z 6 Energy of the step:
∑N
n=1 |x[n]|2
Signal Energy Ratio A, G x, y, z 6 Ratio between the energy of the single step and
the energy of the whole signal
Amplitude A, G x, y, z 6 Maximum amplitude of the frequency spec-
trum of the signal of the single step calculated
using FFT
4.2.7 Extraction of Features
All single steps detected from the signal decomposition are further processed to extract
different features from the time and frequency domains. Table 4.4 presents a complete list
of features extracted from different components of accelerations and angular velocities.
For each single step, the feature set consists of 56 features in total. Statistical features
include: step length, step duration, average, standard deviation, global minimum, global
maximum, root mean square, and entropy. Energy features include energy of the step
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and ratio of the step energy to the energy of the whole signal. The maximum amplitude
of the frequency spectrum of the signal of single step is calculated using fast Fourier
transform (FFT). The step length and the step duration are only computed for the x-axis
of the accelerations as they remain same in all other axes. All of the remaining features
are computed for all 3D accelerations and 3D angular velocities. Figure 4.3 presents a
decomposed signal depicting a single step between the vertical dash-dot lines (- .). Some
of the extracted features are also shown including: 1) Square (): global minimum, 2)
Diamond (): global maximum, 3) Solid line (–): mean, 4) Horizontal dash-dot line (- .):
standard deviation, 5) Dashed line (- -): root mean square, 6) Between vertical dash-dot
lines (- .): length and duration of the step.
















Figure 4.3: A decomposed signal depicting a single step is shown between the
vertical dash-dot lines (- .). Some of the extracted features from the single step
are: 1) Square (): global minimum, 2) Diamond (): global maximum, 3) Solid
line (–): mean, 4) Horizontal dash-dot line (- .): standard deviation, 5) Dashed
line (- -): root mean square, 6) Between vertical dash-dot lines (- .): length and
duration.
4.2.8 Classification of Features
Training and validation data were prepared for each sensor using the features extracted
in the previous step. Three types of group classification tasks were performed: a) gender
classification, b) height classification, and c) age classification. Furthermore, training and
validation data was also prepared for classification within participant subgroups for height
and age classification. In Table 4.5, characteristics of the population within different
classification tasks are presented.
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Table 4.5: Characteristics of the population within different group and subgroup
classification tasks.






Age < 40 9 34.11±03.62
40 < Age < 50 6 46.67±02.58
Age ≥ 50 11 60.67±07.48
Height Classification
Height ≤ 170cm 8 55.62±11.29
170cm < Height < 180cm 10 44.70±11.31




Age ≤ 40 6 32.67±02.94
Age > 40 6 54.83±09.87
Female Group
Age ≤ 50 6 41.83±06.08
Age > 50 8 59.25±07.48
Height Classification
Male Group
Height ≤ 180cm 7 38.43±11.27
Height > 180cm 5 51.20±13.85
Female Group
Height ≤ 170cm 8 55.62±11.29
Height > 170cm 6 46.67±09.48
As classifier, Random Forest [LW02] was chosen and trained on the training data set
with the following values of parameters: number of trees = 400, maximum number of
features for best split = 7, maximum depth = None. Two types of validation strategies
were employed: stratified 10-fold cross validation and subject-wise cross validation. The
10-fold cross validation was employed for all group and subgroup classification tasks
whereas the subject-wise cross validation was employed to group classification tasks only.
For each sensor in a classification task, the classifier was trained and validated for
three different sets of features: 1) 3D accelerations (29 features), 2) 3D angular velocities
(29 features), and 3) 6D accelerations and angular velocities (56 features). The 10-fold
cross validation was employed to all three sets of features whereas the subject-wise cross
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validation was employed to third set of features (56 features) only. Finally, classification
rate, specificity, sensitivity, positive predictive value (PPV) for each set of features were
calculated as explained in [Umb10]. Same approach was used for all group and subgroup
classification tasks. The classification rate c or classification accuracy is given by the
formula in equation 4.1
c =
(TP + TN)
(TP + TN + FP + FN)
(4.1)
where TP , TN are the numbers of true positives and true negatives respectively and FP ,
FN are the numbers of false positives and false negatives respectively.
4.2.9 Statistics
Pearson’s Chi-Square test from Matlab’s statistics and machine learning toolbox was used
to evaluate the goodness of fit for all classification tasks.
4.3 Results
In the following sections, we present the results of our investigations of the recorded gait
data. Our classification results prove a number of hypotheses regarding biometric and
biographic characteristics of the human subjects. Specifically the gender, the body height
and the age of participants could be classified well. Each of classification tasks was solved
by training random forest classifiers as introduced in the previous section.
4.3.1 Gender Classification
Our goal was to show that classification tasks regarding the gender of trial subject can be
performed sufficiently well by using the proposed sensors attached to each of the given
locations.
H0 : The gender can be identified by motion recordings of any of the employed
sensors
The results presented in Figure 4.4 show that the statement holds true for each of the
four sensors individually. For each sensor there are three different images visualizing the
results of the binary classification, namely for the investigation of accelerations, of angular
velocities as well as of both combined. The confusion matrices encode the following











































































































































Figure 4.4: Confusion matrices of gender classification. Each column presents
sensor positions (left to right): left ankle, lower back, chest, and right wrist. Each
row present feature sets used for classification (top to bottom): 3D accelerations
(29 features), 3D angular velocities (29 features), and 6D accelerations and an-




information: Each column represents the instances in one of the predicted classes, while
each row represents the instances in the actual class (female/male).
For application of acceleration only, the classification rates are higher than 87% for
each of the sensors. Classification results based on angular velocities show lower classi-
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Table 4.6: Classification results obtained by using 10-fold cross validation for differ-
ent classification categories: Gender, Height, and Age. The results show balanced cor-
rect classification rates, sensitivity, specificity, and positive predictive value (PPV) for all
classification categories (p<0.0001 in all cases; Pearson’s Chi-Square test).




Chest Axyz , Gxyz 93.35 92.23 94.22 92.59
Lower Back Axyz , Gxyz 92.09 89.54 94.10 92.25
Right Wrist Axyz , Gxyz 90.66 90.25 91.01 89.20
Left Ankle Axyz , Gxyz 90.59 86.55 93.74 91.49
Body Height Classification
Chest Axyz , Gxyz 91.01 92.79 94.65 91.73
Lower Back Axyz , Gxyz 90.99 92.91 92.78 89.23
Right Wrist Axyz , Gxyz 87.15 88.56 91.92 87.12
Left Ankle Axyz , Gxyz 88.44 93.13 89.85 85.02
Age Classification
Chest Axyz , Gxyz 90.05 94.67 90.85 86.82
Lower Back Axyz , Gxyz 90.60 93.82 94.52 91.69
Right Wrist Axyz , Gxyz 85.36 90.58 88.76 83.97
Left Ankle Axyz , Gxyz 86.78 92.93 87.46 83.63
fication rate but still above 82%. The classification based on the combined features per-
forms better than each of the individual feature sets, namely above 90%. More precisely,
the results for the combined features are (listed by sensor in descending order of rates):
chest (93.35%), lower back (92.09%), right wrist (90.66%), left ankle (90.59%). Ta-
ble 4.6 presents 10-fold cross validation results of gender classification including correct
classification accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, and positive predictive value (p<0.0001 in
all cases; Pearson’s Chi-Square test).
4.3.2 Body Height Classification
Another goal was body height classification from only accelerations, angular velocities
and a combination of both.
H1 : The body height can be identified by motion recordings of any of the em-
ployed sensors














































































































































































Figure 4.5: Confusion matrices of body height classification. Each column
presents sensor positions (left to right): left ankle, lower back, chest, and right
wrist. Each row present feature sets used for classification (top to bottom): 3D
accelerations (29 features), 3D angular velocities (29 features), and 6D accelera-
tions and angular velocities (56 features). C1H : height ≤ 170cm, C2H : height =
171− 179cm, C3H : height ≥ 180cm.
The results of the ternary classification for each individual sensor are given in Fig-
ure 4.5. Here, the classification estimated the assignment to three classes (C1H : height ≤
170cm, C2H : 170cm < height < 180cm, C
3
H : height ≥ 180cm). The results are
divided into three cases: use of accelerations only, use of angular velocities only and both
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types of features combined. For application of only acceleration-based features, the classi-
fication rates are higher than 83% in each of the cases. Similar to the gender classification
task, results based on angular velocities have lower classification rates, between 73% and
80%. The classification based on the combined features performs better than the other
two, namely above 87%. More precisely, the results for the combined features are (listed
by sensor in descending order of rates): chest (91.01%), lower back (90.99%), left an-
kle (88.44%), right wrist (87.15%). Table 4.6 presents 10-fold cross validation results of
body height classification including correct classification accuracy, sensitivity, specificity,
and positive predictive value (p<0.0001 in all cases; Pearson’s Chi-Square test).
4.3.3 Age Classification
Another goal was age group classification from only accelerations, angular velocities and
their combination.
H2 : The age group of individuals can be identified by motion recordings of any
of the employed sensors
The results of the ternary classification for each individual sensor are given in Fig-
ure 4.6. Here, the classification estimated the assignment to three classes according to
three age groups (C1A : age < 40, C
2
A: 40 ≤ age < 50, C3A: age ≥ 50) of participants.
Again, the results are divided into three cases: use of accelerations only, use of angular
velocities only and both types of features combined. For application of only acceleration-
based features, the classification rates range from 81.64% to 88.07% depending on the
sensor. As in both previous classification tasks, results based on angular velocities show
lower classification rates, between 74% and 80.51%. The classification based on the com-
bined features performs better than in each of the individual feature types, namely above
85%. More precisely, age classification results for the combined features are (listed by
sensor in descending order of rates): lower back (90.60%), chest (90.05%), left ankle
(86.78%), right wrist (85.36%). Table 4.6 presents 10-fold cross validation results of age
classification including correct classification accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, and positive
predictive value (p<0.0001 in all cases; Pearson’s Chi-Square test).














































































































































































Figure 4.6: Confusion matrices of age classification. Each column presents sen-
sor positions (left to right): left ankle, lower back, chest, and right wrist. Each row
present feature sets used for classification (top to bottom): 3D accelerations (29
features), 3D angular velocities (29 features), and 6D accelerations and angular
velocities (56 features). C1A : age < 40, C
2
A: age < 50 , C
3
A: age ≥ 50.
4.3.4 Contribution of Individual Features to Classification Re-
sults
The contribution of each of the employed features in all three classification tasks was
homogenous in the sense that there is not one outstanding feature with major contribution
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Figure 4.7: Bar graphs of features importance computed during gender classi-
fication. The graphs present a comparison of importance of each feature (in %)
with respect to different sensor positions. In general, all features are significantly
contributing in the classification task.
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Table 4.7: Features importance computed during gender classification. Top 5 contribut-
ing features are highlighted with bold text. All values are in percentage.
Sen. Len Dur Mean SD Min Max RMS Ent E E Ratio Amp
Chest
Ax 1.38 1.33 1.80 2.67 2.63 1.59 3.05 1.63 1.29 1.43 3.77
Ay – – 1.10 1.33 1.19 1.01 1.00 1.02 0.97 0.84 2.17
Az – – 2.53 1.28 2.10 2.17 2.45 3.08 2.54 0.95 1.19
Gx – – 1.75 1.07 2.14 2.11 1.21 2.97 1.17 0.54 1.90
Gy – – 0.87 4.10 1.31 4.63 3.34 0.86 3.85 2.16 1.99
Gz – – 0.93 1.32 0.88 1.09 1.33 1.13 1.29 1.19 1.38
Lower Back
Ax 1.48 1.53 1.34 2.10 1.36 1.64 1.80 1.95 1.36 2.01 2.91
Ay – – 1.94 1.40 1.45 1.43 1.38 1.61 1.45 1.09 2.08
Az – – 5.15 2.34 3.85 4.83 2.62 1.82 2.45 1.39 1.54
Gx – – 1.41 2.59 1.31 1.50 1.45 1.27 1.60 0.79 2.33
Gy – – 0.96 1.40 2.17 1.49 1.24 1.24 1.27 1.01 1.55
Gz – – 1.38 1.26 1.48 1.98 1.29 1.41 1.40 0.97 2.93
Right Wrist
Ax 1.13 1.14 1.39 2.39 1.79 1.27 1.56 1.37 1.40 1.37 1.85
Ay – – 2.62 1.72 2.48 2.30 2.70 2.41 2.32 1.61 2.17
Az – – 2.00 2.21 2.18 2.96 2.10 1.54 2.05 1.15 1.40
Gx – – 1.29 1.93 1.62 1.30 1.79 1.04 2.08 1.02 1.52
Gy – – 2.10 1.41 1.57 1.48 2.42 1.70 2.32 1.50 1.55
Gz – – 1.64 1.61 1.83 1.79 2.47 1.19 2.43 1.47 1.38
Left Ankle
Ax 1.22 1.19 1.36 2.37 3.35 1.45 2.11 1.48 1.71 1.68 1.70
Ay – – 3.24 1.27 1.42 3.13 1.89 2.08 1.59 1.29 1.13
Az – – 4.87 1.50 3.26 1.71 1.71 1.74 1.69 1.91 1.56
Gx – – 1.41 1.23 1.27 1.84 1.19 1.22 1.17 0.89 1.58
Gy – – 1.90 1.91 2.68 1.57 1.71 1.74 1.89 1.72 1.67
Gz – – 1.66 1.61 2.42 1.84 1.43 1.45 1.57 1.22 1.61
to the classification results. In all experiments we made the following observation: In
sum, accelerations contributed more to overall results than angular velocities. However,
the combination of the two feature types did better than accelerations or angular velocities
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individually.
In detail, the classification results related to sensors at different locations can depend
on quite different feature sets. In the following, we will give an overview of the most
important contributors for each of the locations.
4.3.4.1 Gender Classification
For the sensor placed at the chest, angular velocities (around the y-axis, i.e. transverse
axis) contributed most, especially standard deviation, max, energy, and RMS. These are
related to rotation of the upper body around a horizontal axis over the course of the mo-
tion. Note that this is not a contradiction to our other claims. In sum, the accelerations
contributed more than angular velocities, but some features stand out. Furthermore, the
amplitude of the accelerations along the x-axis, i.e. the cranio-caudal axis is of high im-
portance. For the lower back, the most important features are associated with acceleration
of the z-axis. This corresponds to changes in the velocity of the hip movement within
the sagittal plane, i.e. front-to-back. In addition, angular velocities associated with the
z-axis, i.e. rotation around the anteroposterior axis (swinging of hips), contribute signifi-
cantly to the results. Furthermore, the amplitude of the accelerations along the x-axis, i.e.
the cranio-caudal axis is also of high importance. For the right wrist, features associated
with acceleration along the y- and z-axis are top contributors. Particularly, mean, min-
imum and maximum acceleration values associated with dorso-ventral as well as lateral
movement of the hand play a more important part in the classification. Also, the RMS of
angular velocities associated to the z-axis is important. This is also linked to the swinging
of the hand in lateral direction.
For the left ankle, the contribution of accelerations along each axis is generally higher
compared to the contribution of other single features. Figure 4.7 shows bar graphs of fea-
tures importance computed during gender classification. The graphs present a comparison
of importance of each feature (in percentage) with respect to different sensor positions. In
general, all features are significantly contributing in the classification task. An overview
of contribution percentages where the most important features are highlighted is given in
Table 4.7.
4.3.4.2 Body Height Classification
For the sensor placed at the chest, accelerations along the z-axis contributed most, es-
pecially mean, max and RMS. These are associated with motion of the upper body in
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Figure 4.8: Bar graphs of features importance computed during body height clas-
sification. The graphs present a comparison of importance of each feature (in %)
with respect to different sensor positions. In general, all features are significantly
contributing in the classification task.
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Table 4.8: Features importance computed during body height classification. Top 5 con-
tributing features are highlighted with bold text. All values are in percentage.
Sen. Len Dur Mean SD Min Max RMS Ent E E Ratio Amp
Chest
Ax 1.32 1.34 1.79 3.09 3.91 1.74 2.33 1.60 1.69 3.93 2.22
Ay – – 1.99 1.49 1.54 1.77 1.65 1.43 1.48 1.08 1.80
Az – – 3.49 3.00 3.18 3.30 3.05 2.25 3.35 1.56 1.37
Gx – – 1.41 1.32 1.31 1.50 1.52 1.50 1.57 0.76 2.03
Gy – – 0.82 1.82 1.35 1.90 1.86 0.79 1.77 1.05 1.20
Gz – – 1.09 1.51 1.02 1.31 1.49 1.00 1.51 0.90 0.95
Lower Back
Ax 1.42 1.43 1.47 2.82 2.44 1.65 1.83 1.73 1.61 3.89 2.22
Ay – – 2.48 1.31 1.47 2.02 1.58 1.34 1.61 1.08 1.30
Az – – 4.29 2.33 2.56 2.79 3.20 2.12 3.59 1.88 1.29
Gx – – 1.79 1.79 1.27 1.35 1.22 1.11 1.21 0.81 1.27
Gy – – 1.08 1.46 1.68 1.31 1.50 1.70 1.38 0.97 1.45
Gz – – 1.38 1.63 1.42 1.72 1.70 1.37 1.77 1.12 2.73
Right Wrist
Ax 1.26 1.33 1.68 2.66 2.50 1.28 1.91 1.55 1.72 2.60 2.24
Ay – – 2.32 2.06 2.65 2.50 1.99 1.83 1.91 1.72 1.88
Az – – 2.27 2.07 2.24 3.18 2.65 1.53 2.65 1.62 1.36
Gx – – 1.53 1.31 1.41 1.25 1.52 1.10 1.50 0.97 1.17
Gy – – 1.67 1.65 1.68 1.99 1.83 1.42 1.90 1.13 1.44
Gz – – 1.70 1.39 1.62 1.82 1.89 1.28 1.92 1.33 1.41
Left Ankle
Ax 0.99 1.00 1.21 2.36 3.59 1.72 1.72 1.14 1.58 2.24 1.68
Ay – – 3.05 1.47 1.53 2.79 1.98 1.82 1.88 1.34 1.24
Az – – 2.92 1.42 2.34 1.78 1.48 1.99 1.58 1.69 1.50
Gx – – 1.54 1.50 1.86 1.48 1.48 1.03 1.49 0.93 1.27
Gy – – 2.11 1.91 2.00 2.25 2.25 1.39 1.91 1.93 1.79
Gz – – 2.06 1.78 2.44 2.00 1.79 1.47 2.14 1.39 1.78
dorso-ventral direction. Furthermore, the minima and signal energy ratio of accelerations
along the x-axis, i.e. the cranio-caudal axis are of importance.
For the lower back, the most important features are associated with acceleration of the
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z-axis. This corresponds to changes in the velocity of the movement of the hips within
the sagittal plane, i.e. front-to-back. In addition, features describing accelerations in the
x-axis contribute significantly to the results. These are linked to movement of the hips
along the cranio-caudal axis (up and down). For the right wrist, features associated with
acceleration along each of the three axes contribute significantly. Particularly, maximum,
RMS and energy values associated with dorso-ventral movement of the hand play a more
important part. For the left ankle, also the contribution of accelerations along each axis is
generally high. Additionally, angular velocities associated with rotation of the feet from
side to side (around the z-axis) are significant contributors. Figure 4.8 shows bar graphs
of feature contribution computed during body height classification. The graphs present
a comparison of importance of each feature (in percentage) with respect to different sen-
sor positions. In general, all features are significantly contributing in the classification
task. An overview of contribution percentages where the most important features are
highlighted is given in Table 4.8.
4.3.4.3 Age Classification
For the sensor placed at the chest, the importance of the features is similarly distributed as
in the height classification results: accelerations along the z-axis contributed most, espe-
cially mean, maximum, RMS, and energy. These are associated with motion of the upper
body in dorso-ventral direction. Furthermore, the minimum acceleration along the x-axis,
i.e. the cranio-caudal axis is important. For the lower back, the most important features
are associated especially with acceleration of the z-axis. This is similar to the results
found in the height classification scenario and corresponds to changes in the velocity of
the movement of the hips within the sagittal plane, i.e. front-to-back. For the right wrist,
features associated with acceleration along each of the three axes contribute significantly.
Additionally, the minimum angular velocity associated with rotation around the z-axis, i.e.
swinging laterally, is important. For the left ankle, the contribution of features associated
with lateral acceleration is high. Additionally, angular velocities associated with swinging
of the feet from side to side (around the z-axis) as well as rolling over from heel to toes
(rotation around the y-axis) are significant contributors. Figure 4.9 shows bar graphs of
features importance computed during age classification. The graphs present a comparison
of importance of each feature (in percentage) with respect to different sensor positions. In
general, all features are significantly contributing in the classification task. An overview
of contribution percentages where the most important features are highlighted is given in
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Figure 4.9: Bar graphs of features importance computed during age classifica-
tion. The graphs present a comparison of importance of each feature (in %) with
respect to different sensor positions. In general, all features are significantly con-
tributing in the classification task.
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Table 4.9: Features importance computed during age classification. Top 5 contributing
features are highlighted with bold text. All values are in percentage.
Sen. Len Dur Mean SD Min Max RMS Ent E E Ratio Amp
Chest
Ax 1.49 1.43 2.30 2.16 3.10 2.17 2.61 1.93 1.70 2.15 2.04
Ay – – 2.62 1.74 1.80 1.96 1.69 1.67 1.74 1.13 1.97
Az – – 3.48 2.11 2.77 2.88 3.18 2.08 2.98 1.38 1.38
Gx – – 1.38 1.26 1.11 1.25 1.95 1.26 2.12 0.72 1.61
Gy – – 0.85 1.87 1.97 1.89 1.79 0.78 1.71 0.98 1.21
Gz – – 1.15 2.02 1.42 1.31 1.64 1.00 1.86 0.98 1.28
Lower Back
Ax 1.19 1.27 1.39 1.85 1.36 1.56 1.79 1.59 1.41 2.55 2.09
Ay – – 2.61 1.20 1.48 1.70 1.45 1.62 1.39 0.82 1.08
Az – – 4.60 2.10 3.82 2.98 2.75 2.21 2.61 1.31 1.37
Gx – – 1.42 2.61 1.52 1.42 1.32 1.10 1.39 0.88 1.57
Gy – – 1.18 2.08 1.81 1.93 2.04 1.22 1.75 1.14 1.74
Gz – – 1.65 1.94 1.41 1.59 2.21 1.55 1.91 1.63 2.84
Right Wrist
Ax 1.61 1.55 1.60 1.88 1.54 1.53 1.78 1.96 2.49 2.45 1.88
Ay – – 2.52 1.60 2.30 2.46 2.01 1.64 1.83 1.35 1.42
Az – – 2.24 1.72 2.18 3.13 2.17 1.90 2.09 1.21 1.35
Gx – – 1.56 1.38 1.48 1.16 1.53 1.20 1.49 0.90 1.18
Gy – – 1.61 1.94 1.51 2.00 1.83 1.49 1.96 1.09 1.48
Gz – – 1.78 2.41 2.56 2.06 2.08 1.62 2.09 1.50 1.76
Left Ankle
Ax 1.05 1.07 1.13 1.56 1.96 1.59 1.52 1.22 1.34 1.61 1.42
Ay – – 2.25 1.49 2.29 1.60 1.92 1.51 1.70 1.21 1.39
Az – – 2.46 1.64 3.35 2.54 1.44 2.05 1.61 1.57 1.60
Gx – – 1.94 1.83 2.23 1.44 1.76 1.43 1.67 1.11 1.65
Gy – – 1.95 1.86 1.91 4.44 1.56 1.68 1.86 2.23 1.69
Gz – – 2.30 1.80 2.26 2.02 1.75 1.58 1.83 1.36 1.75
Table 4.9.
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Table 4.10: Results of body height and age classifications within participant subgroups
using 10-fold cross validation. The results show balanced correct classification rates,
sensitivity, specificity, and positive predictive value (PPV) for all classification categories
(p<0.0001 in all cases; Pearson’s Chi-Square test).





Chest Axyz , Gxyz 95.66 97.33 93.35 95.32
Lower Back Axyz , Gxyz 94.61 96.13 92.52 94.62
Right Wrist Axyz , Gxyz 93.91 97.16 89.51 92.62
Left Ankle Axyz , Gxyz 93.25 94.88 91.20 93.16
Female Group
Chest Axyz , Gxyz 92.56 94.20 90.49 92.61
Lower Back Axyz , Gxyz 94.47 96.70 91.65 93.60
Right Wrist Axyz , Gxyz 90.44 93.59 86.58 89.52
Left Ankle Axyz , Gxyz 93.04 94.64 90.94 93.18
Age Classification
Male Group
Chest Axyz , Gxyz 94.08 93.85 94.31 94.58
Lower Back Axyz , Gxyz 94.20 93.99 94.43 94.64
Right Wrist Axyz , Gxyz 94.50 95.23 93.71 94.17
Left Ankle Axyz , Gxyz 92.90 92.54 93.26 93.16
Female Group
Chest Axyz , Gxyz 94.12 92.11 95.95 95.41
Lower Back Axyz , Gxyz 95.94 96.53 95.41 95.01
Right Wrist Axyz , Gxyz 89.72 90.04 89.42 88.81
Left Ankle Axyz , Gxyz 92.61 89.41 95.36 94.29
4.3.5 Classification Results Based on Restriction to Subgroups
Since the correlation between body height and gender is very high (on average, men are
taller than women), we performed a gait-based classification task on each of the groups of
female and male participants in order to present height classification results that are inde-
pendent of this particular phenomenon. Moreover, we also performed age classification
on data of each subgroup (female vs male) separately. The number of subjects present in
the study did not allow for ternary classification of subgroups (see Table 4.5 for the pop-
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ulation characteristics). Therefore there were two different classes in the height-related
experiment: C1H = body height of subject is less than or equal to th cm, C
2
H = body height
of subject is greater than th cm (th = 180 for male, th = 170 for female subjects). In
the age-related experiment, assigned classes were: C1A = subject is less than or equal to ta
years old, C2A = subject is greater than ta years old (ta = 40 for male, ta = 50 for female
subjects).
Table 4.10 shows an overview of the results. It is quite clear that the results are
very good in all cases with the classification rate higher than 90% in all but one case
(89.72%). The results also present balanced sensitivity, specificity, and positive predic-
tive value (PPV) for all cases (p<0.0001 in all cases; Pearson’s Chi-Square test). The
classification results are computed by using 10-fold cross validation model.
Table 4.11: Subject-wise classification results of different classification categories: Gen-
der, Height, and Age. The results show balanced correct classification rates, sensitivity,
specificity, and positive predictive value (PPV) for all classification categories (p<0.0001
in all cases; Pearson’s Chi-Square test).




Chest Axyz , Gxyz 88.23 88.83 87.60 88.21
Lower Back Axyz , Gxyz 87.26 87.21 87.29 84.35
Right Wrist Axyz , Gxyz 80.65 75.92 86.37 87.09
Left Ankle Axyz , Gxyz 78.06 81.63 74.74 75.10
Body Height Classification
Chest Axyz , Gxyz 84.21 83.15 92.36 83.60
Lower Back Axyz , Gxyz 84.95 85.14 92.23 84.94
Right Wrist Axyz , Gxyz 75.32 75.06 87.65 75.11
Left Ankle Axyz , Gxyz 71.58 71.00 85.65 71.25
Age Classification
Chest Axyz , Gxyz 71.16 71.83 85.86 74.48
Lower Back Axyz , Gxyz 74.71 74.93 87.02 76.29
Right Wrist Axyz , Gxyz 64.37 64.14 82.11 64.32
Left Ankle Axyz , Gxyz 65.78 64.87 82.82 65.16
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Figure 4.10: A comparison of results of group classification tasks (gender, height,
and age) using 10-fold cross validation and subject-wise cross validation. Sensor
positions include: chest (CH), lower back (LB), right wrist (RW), and left an-
kle (LA). The 10-fold cross validation model outperforms the subject-wise cross
validation model in all cases.
4.3.6 Subject-Wise Cross Validation
In order to show that our results are not caused by over-fitting the classification to spe-
cific subjects rather than learning the properties we are looking for (gender, height, age),
a subject-wise cross validation model was also employed (as explained in Section 4.2.2).
Table 4.11 present classification results of subject-wise cross validation for all three group
classification tasks: gender, height, and age. The feature set contained all features of 6D
accelerations and angular velocities (56 in total). For each sensor position, sensitivity,
specificity, and PPV were also computed. A comparison of classification results of group
classification tasks using 10-fold cross validation and subject-wise cross validation for
chest (CH), lower back (LB), right wrist (RW), and left ankle (LA) are presented in Fig-
ure 4.10. It is clearly observable that 10-fold cross validation outperforms subject-wise
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cross validation in all cases.
In case of gender classification using chest and lower back sensors, the classification
rates are 5.12% and 4.83% lower than 10-fold cross validation. For right wrist and left
ankle sensors, the classification rates are 10.01% and 12.53% lower than 10-fold cross
validation. In case of height classification using chest and lower back sensors, the clas-
sification rates are 6.8% and 6.04% lower than 10-fold cross validation. For right wrist
and left ankle sensors, the classification rates are 11.83% and 16.86% lower than 10-fold
cross validation.
For the age classification task, a sharp decline in the classification rates is observable
in subject-wise cross validation. For chest and lower back sensors, the classification rates
are 18.89% and 15.89% lower than 10-fold cross validation. For right wrist and left ankle,
the classification rates are 20.99% and 21% lower than 10-fold cross validation. The main
reason of such a sharp decline is because of the unbalanced population in classes C1A, C
2
A,
and C3A with a subject ratio of 9:6:11.
4.3.7 Body Height Regression
On the level of subject-wise cross validation, it is also possible to consider height and
age as regression tasks. Since the population in the recorded data sets is unbalanced
with respect to height and age, so the population was divided into balanced classes and
it was treated as a classification task. However, it is also interesting to see the results
of regression on an unbalance population. In this context, body height regression using
random forest regressor was performed for each sensor position. The computed results are
presented in Figure 4.11 and Table 4.12. The bar graphs show root mean square (RMS)
error of each subject computed during regression. The average RMS errors for each sensor
position (in ascending order) are as follows: chest – 8.43cm, left ankle – 8.59cm, right
wrist – 9.0cm, and lower back – 9.08cm. For all sensor positions, lower average RMS
error is observed for the height group where height is between 170-180cm. The observed
values (in ascending order) are as follows: lower back – 4.26cm, chest – 4.37cm, left
ankle – 4.68cm, and right wrist – 4.81cm. On the other hand, higher average RMS error
is observed for other height groups: between 15.61-17.37cm for the height group where
height is less than 170cm and between 11-13.60cm for the height group where height
is greater than 180cm. The basic reason of higher average RMS error is sparseness of
samples for these two height groups. Only 6 subjects (approx. 23% of all samples) have
body height of less than 170cm and 5 subjects (20% of all samples) have a body height
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Figure 4.11: Bar graphs showing root mean square (RMS) error computed dur-
ing body height regression. For all sensor positions, lower average RMS error
(between 4.37-4.81cm) is observed for the height group between 170-180cm.
of above 180cm. The observed clusters of body heights based on the average RMS error
heavily coincide with the chosen classification classes used in body height classification
(see Table 4.5). From the observed trends of average RMS error, it can be concluded that a
larger data set with balanced and less sparse population of different heights can minimize
overall average RMS error of body height regression.
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Table 4.12: Results of body height regression for different sensor positions. Groups of
subjects are identified based on the visual analysis of clusters of average RMS errors for
each sensor. For all sensor positions, minimum average RMS errors are seen for the group
of subjects whose heights are between 170-180cm.
Regression Task Body Part Subjects Group N Avg. RMS Error (cm)
Body Height Regression
Chest
Height < 170 6 16.44
170cm ≤ Height ≤ 180cm 15 4.37
Height > 180cm 5 11.00
All Heights 26 8.43
Lower Back
Height < 170cm 6 17.37
170cm ≤ Height ≤ 180cm 15 4.26
Height > 180cm 5 13.60
All Heights 26 9.08
Right Wrist
Height < 170cm 6 16.02
170cm ≤ Height ≤ 180cm 15 4.81
Height > 180cm 5 13.18
All Heights 26 9.00
Left Ankle
Height < 170cm 6 15.61
170cm ≤ Height ≤ 180cm 15 4.68
Height > 180cm 5 11.91
All Heights 26 8.59
4.3.8 Age Regression
Age regression using random-forest regressor was also performed for each sensor posi-
tion. The computed results are presented in Figure 4.12 and Table 4.13. In Figure 4.12,
the bar graphs show root mean square (RMS) error of each subject computed during re-
gression. The average RMS errors for each sensor position (in ascending order) are: lower
back – 11.37, left ankle – 11.54, chest – 12.24, right wrist – 12.43. Similar to body height
regression, lower average RMS errors are observed in the center and higher average RMS
errors are observed otherwise. Typically, the age group between 34-59 years have lower
average RMS error for all sensor positions. The basic reason of lower average RMS error
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Figure 4.12: Bar graphs showing root mean square (RMS) error computed during
age regression. For all sensor positions, lower average RMS error is observed for
the age group between 34-59 years.
in this age group is due to balanced and enough sample data. This age group contains
approximately 58% of the whole samples (15 subjects belong to this group). Maximum
average RMS error is observed for the age group where age is greater than 59 years. This
group contains only 5 subjects (20% of whole samples) whereas it covers a longer age
period between 60-72 years of age (13 years). From these trends, it can be concluded that
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Table 4.13: Results of age regression for different sensor positions. Groups of subjects
are identified based on the visual analysis of clusters of average RMS errors for each
sensor. For all sensor positions, minimum average RMS errors are seen for the group of
subjects whose ages are between 34-59 years.
Regression Task Body Part Subjects Group N Avg. RMS Error (years)
Age Regression
Chest
Age< 34 5 17.25
34 ≤ Age ≤ 59 15 7.85
Age > 57 6 19.05
All Ages 26 12.24
Lower Back
Age < 37 5 15.05
34 ≤ Age ≤ 59 15 7.38
Age > 59 6 18.29
All Ages 26 11.38
Right Wrist
Age < 37 5 17.72
34 ≤ Age ≤ 59 15 7.86
Age > 59 6 19.43
All Ages 26 12.43
Left Ankle
Age < 34 5 15.68
34 ≤ Age ≤ 59 15 7.28
Age > 59 6 18.75
All Ages 26 11.54
a larger data set with balanced and less sparse population covering different age periods
can minimize overall average RMS error in age regression.
4.4 Discussion
4.4.1 Summary of Findings
The general problem we tackled is estimation of soft biometrics information from one
single step recorded by one inertial sensor. We did so by solving different classification
tasks based on motion data of human walking steps represented by accelerations and
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angular velocities. Data were recorded by one sensor placed at various locations on the
human body, i.e. chest, lower back, right wrist and left ankle. The results show that
these classification tasks can be solved well by using accelerometers and/or gyroscopes
at any of the given locations. The classification rates were highest for sensors located at
the lower back and chest in each of the experiments but still convincingly high when the
sensor is attached to wrist or ankle.
Our analysis of the feature sets used in each of the experiments has made clear that
there is not one feature mainly responsible for any of the distinctions necessary for a
classification. However, the feature importance in each of the classifications gave pointers
as to what combination of features produces best results. The most important findings
were that angular velocities did not perform better than accelerations.
4.4.2 Comparison with Existing Research
It is not surprising that information about the gender can be recovered by analysis of
chest or lower back movement. Effects of marker placement and viewpoint selection for
recording locomotion are discussed extensively in the works of Troje [Tro02], as was the
high relevance of hip movement for gender classification by human observers. However,
we have presented new findings that accelerations associated to wrist and ankle movement
alone allow for classification of gender also. To our knowledge, we are also the first to
show that classification of height and age groups is possible from non-visual features.
This is as yet done by solely relying on image- or video-based features. Makihara et al.
[MOIY11] introduce a paper on gait-based age estimation by Gaussian process regression
on silhouette-based features of bodies (contrary to face-based age estimation as presented
by Stewart et al. [SPZ13]). Their investigation was based on standard resolution video
data. They have constructed a whole-generation database of over 1000 individuals, their
age ranging from 2 to 94.
Our initial situation is clearly different from this in terms of sensor modalities. The
use of commercial smart phones and wearables is an attractive chance to monitor biomet-
rics properties nowadays. Mobile phones and smart devices are a convenient platform
for recording information in an every-day setup. Our experiments have shown that infor-
mation recorded by a single sensor such as a smart device suffices for the estimation of
basic soft biometrics properties. Particularly, the wrist was an important subject for tests
because smart devices are commonly worn at that location.
Estimating biometrics properties based on motion data makes sense in a number of
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different scenarios. In some of them, the focus may be on hard biometrics properties in
order to facilitate online identity checks and close security gaps. A number of previous
works have shown that identification and authentication problems can be solved by classi-
fication of motion data acquired by mobile devices. Derawi and Bours [DB13] show that
recognition of specific users can be done in real-time based on data collected by mobile
phones. Their method can correctly identify enrolled users based on learning templates
of different walking trials.
On the other hand, the attention may be directed to soft biometrics properties. Moni-
toring health or preventing and curing injury are use cases that represent this idea. Previ-
ous works have shown that accelerometers are well-suited for detection and recognition of
events and activities. In their paper on sensory motor performance, Albert et al.[AKHJ12]
discuss a new method to classify different types of falls in order to rapidly assess the
cause and necessary emergency response. They present very good results classifying ac-
celerometer data acquired by commercial mobile phones which were attached to the lower
backs of test subjects. In their comparative evaluation of five machine learning classifiers,
support vector machines performed best achieving accuracy values near 98%. Classifi-
cation by decision trees only performed second best in their experiments at 94 − 98%
accuracy for fall detection and at 98 − 99% accuracy for fall type classification. In their
paper on gait pattern classification, Von Tscharner et al.[TEM13] even conclude that a
combination of PCA, SVM and ICA is most reliable dealing with high intra- and inter-
subject variability. However, in their survey on mobile gait classification, Schneider et
al. [SMA+13] make an attempt to settle the disagreement about suitable classification
algorithms. In their study, they conclude that Random Forest is best suited for classifi-
cation of gait-related properties. In our setup, we decided to use random forest in order
to produce comparable results. One additional benefit of this choice is that there is a low
number of parameters that have to be chosen. Also, the random forest method enables
computing the significance and importance of each feature in overall classification. This
helped us to investigate and perform a comparative study of features importance for each
sensor position in different classification tasks.
4.4.3 Limitations
Since our database is much smaller than the one introduced by Makihara et al. [MOIY11]
and the variety of biometrics features was also smaller (e. g. age covered only three
decades), our experiments can only serve as proof of concept for now. Testing classifiers
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of non-image-based features on a larger database comprising wider ranges of biometric
properties is a direction for future work.
Another limitation of our database is that it only consists of data belonging to patients
with complaints of back pain. It will be worthy to perform further experiments to record
data of participants without back pain (control group). Classification tasks can then be
performed for the patients group, the control group, and a combination of both.
One noteworthy limitation we had to face in our experiments was the possible uncer-
tainty in sensor placement. Irrespective of how carefully each involved sensor is placed,
the accuracy of placement depends on physical characteristics of test subjects which may




In this doctoral research work, we have explored various different aspects of human mo-
tion analysis. We have proposed a relational database approach for better data manage-
ment of human motion capture data sets, which are required in a range of data-driven
applications. A number of data search and retrieval example has been presented, which
show how complex data using annotations can be effectively fetched from the database in
minimum time. Two different applications of the proposed database are also presented.
The first application is an extended motion capture player which can play motion se-
quences by searching the given input from the relational database. The second applica-
tion is automatic generation of statistical models using the proposed relational database.
Furthermore, a similar concept of relation database is also proposed to manage quadruped
mocap data sets. The proposed database can handle motions of different types of animals
as well as a range of sensor modalities such as accelerometers, motion capture data, videos
etc. Several examples of data retrieval using standard SQL statements are also shown.
Motion synthesis is another important aspect in human motion analysis. In this re-
spect, we have proposed a full body motion reconstruction algorithm using a very sparse
configuration of sensors. We use a trunk mounted sensor to estimate ground contacts.
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In the reconstruction process, we use low dimensional inputs from two wrists mounted
sensors along with the estimated ground contacts. Extensive testing of the proposed al-
gorithm is carried out with a number of different types of motions and the results show
that realistic and visually appealing motion reconstruction is possible with such a sparse
configuration of sensors.
Analysis of human motion using inertial sensors in order to estimate soft biometrics
is the last aspect of the research conducted in this doctoral study. In this context, we have
proposed a novel method of estimating gender, height, and age of a human from the iner-
tial measurements of a single step. Here, we extract several time domain and frequency
domain features using our feature extraction module. Classification and regression tasks
are performed using random forest classifier and random forest regressor in order to es-
timate human soft biometrics. The results of extensive testing have shown that inertial
measurements of a single step can reveal the gender, height, and age of a human with
higher accuracy using our proposed algorithm.
5.1 Future work
The relational databases for human motion and quadruped motion data will be extended
to include more sensor modalities. The mocap data from other publicly available data sets
will also be added so that all freely available motion capture data sets can be accessed
from a single point and in a single data format. Fast similarity search is another direction
of future work, where one can develop effective methods of searching similar poses in
the relational database. Additionally, development of more complex data-driven methods
using the presented databases are planned for future research.
Our proposed motion reconstruction algorithm has several limitations with estimation
of ground contacts from the lower trunk sensor. A natural direction of future work is
to develop a better algorithm which can estimate ground contacts for a broader range of
motions. We will also work in the direction of estimation of ground contacts from the
wrists mounted sensors. Since the low dimensional inputs of the wrists sensors are used
in the reconstruction process, so estimation of ground contacts from the same sensors will
further minimize the number of sensors required for full body motion reconstruction.
Our empirical finding on estimation of human soft biometrics can be extended further
in several directions. One direction is additional refinement of the proposed algorithm
especially for estimating age in order to minimize average RMS error. Typically, a good
estimate of the direction of gravity should improve the results – at sensors position with
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less change in orientation (chest, lower back) the classification rates had been better than
at the ones with higher change (wrist, ankle). In future work we will try to adopt a
model based estimate of body-part orientation using techniques similar to the ones used
in [RTKW15] to come up with such estimates. A natural question arising from these
empirical findings is that whether humans have unique gait patterns and whether this
uniqueness can be reliably estimated from the inertial measurements. In future, we will
work in this direction as well to develop an algorithm which can estimate uniqueness in
the gait patterns of humans.
The proposed algorithm can possibly be used to estimate and classify the type of
the surface on which a person has walked. In the current setup, we have performed ex-
periments on two types of surfaces only: hard surface (concrete floor) and soft surface
(exercise mattress). In future, new data will be collected from various other surfaces such
as grassy surfaces, sandy surfaces, rough terrains (e.g. covered with pebbles) etc. The
proposed algorithm will be further refined and developed in order to reliably estimate the
ground surface based on the inertial data of the gait.
Another possible direction of the future work is estimating the moods or emotions of
a person from the inertial measurements of his walk. Michalak et al. [MTF+09], have
shown that the mood states can have causal effects on the way people walk. The gait
patterns of a sad and depressed walker are characterized by reduced walking speed, arm
swing, larger lateral swaying movements of the upper body, vertical head movements, and
a more slumped posture. However, they have used a standard motion capture system to
record gait data, which makes it less practical in non-lab environments. In future, our
focus of investigation will be the question of estimation of various moods of a person
from the analysis of the inertial data of his gait.
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